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Loehrke, Matthew Timothy. The Monkey Queen: Creating Cultural Connections through 
Theatre for Young Audiences. Unpublished Master of Art Thesis, University of 
Northern Colorado, 2019. 
 
 Youth in America have access to numerous stories on stage, page, and screen, yet 
many of those tales originate from white, Euro-centric cultures. Current trends in 
American theatre often produce familiar scripts to present to their communities. 
Unfortunately, too often, stories from other cultures are not adapted and presented. This 
thesis seeks to provide a culture bridge by adapting one of China’s most beloved stories, 
The Monkey King, for a young American audience through the medium of Theatre for 
Young Audiences. Theatre is a great unifier; however, the most critical audience, the 
audience that will grow into the next generation of theatre audiences and practitioners, 
must expand their appreciation for not only stories passed on from generation to 
generation, but also from culture to culture. Using theatre as a vehicle to instill this 
cultural connection provided young audiences an invaluable opportunity of appreciation 
while giving even more valuable lessons of tolerance and understanding to the adults who 
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Goal of Thesis 
 When old tales resurface for a new audience, a ripple is created. The longevity 
and magnitude of the viewer’s travels, which is guided by inspiration and imagination, 
cannot be predicted. The responsibility of providing access to timeless stories is a 
tradition that theatre artists have upheld for generations. Numerous directors, actors, 
designers and playwrights have all worked to take well-known tales and bring them to 
new audiences. Hans Christian Andersen’s, The Little Mermaid, is a prime example. A 
short story first published in the late 1800s, which was adapted into a Disney movie in 
the 1980s, now enjoys new life as a Disney theatrical musical. The process of taking a 
well-known story and adapting it into a fresh production is common in the theatre; other 
examples include the musicals based on popular novels such as Jekyll & Hyde, Les 
Miserable, and The Bridges of Madison County. However, the repertory of narratives 
available can be limiting due to geographic location of artists and their knowledge of 
regional tales. The titles mentioned above, for example, stem from Europe and America. 
 Also limiting is the style used to create new performances. A current trend is the 
modern American musical profiting from taking well-known and recognizable content 
and creating musicals using their familiarity. Notable examples include The Addams 




ticket prices on Broadway rising every year, audiences are more and more judicious of 
how the spend their money. In 2014, David Ng of the LA Times reported that, “. . . 
theatrergoers in New York forked over an average of $103.88 per ticket, up 5.5% from 
the 98.42 last season.” This number has since increased as Statista.com reports, “During 
the 2017/18 season, the average price paid for a musical ticket on Broadway was 125.70 
U.S. dollars.” Theatres know audiences are leery of spending money on new musicals 
with unfamiliar titles. This genre of taking established intellectual properties provides a 
win-win scenario for theatre and audiences. Sadly, however, it does not allow new 
productions to thrive under the pressures of meeting box office expectations.  
 This thesis sought to break away from the “familiar musical rut” and create a 
cultural connection using a theatre for young audience (TYA) approach instead. To 
eliminate the non-musical, regional-specific barrier, an unfamiliar story from a non-
American or European culture, the Chinese folk tale, The Monkey King, was adapted into 
a fifty-five-minute TYA production. This allowed young American audience members to 
experience a new story in a new way. The TYA format provided a theatre experience that 
was specifically tailored to engage the most important theatre audience: the next 
generation of theatre artists and patrons. With all these elements and expectations coming 
together, could a cultural connection be created through the creation and presentation of a 
TYA production of a Chinese folk tale to a young American audience?        
Purpose of Study 
The Monkey King is one of the oldest and most celebrated Chinese folk tales. 
Even as recent as 2015, new films based on The Monkey King continue to dominate 




The Monkey King, a mischievous character from Chinese legend, is so popular among 
audiences in the world's second-biggest film market that the (Chinese) Film Bureau 
and the Propaganda Department have just held a seminar on how best to make the 
most of his popularity. Adaptations of the story have been among the top movies for 
the last two years or so and a cartoon version is currently doing really well. (Coonan)  
 
The Monkey King has been told using many mediums for over a millennium beginning 
with traditional storytelling, expanding to shadow puppets and celebrated Chinese Opera 
productions, and now through modern renditions with numerous television and movie 
adaptations. Even though these adaptations have become more and more available thanks 
to the digital world, the story remains largely unknown to a western audience.  
In July 2016, I had the opportunity to travel to Beijing as a guest of the Chinese 
National Theatre for Children. During that time, I saw first hand the Chinese folk tale 
of The Monkey King. The experience was enthralling, and I wanted to bring the story to a 
western audience, but many challenging questions arose that obstructed this goal. Why 
are Chinese folk tales that are over a thousand years old important for a western culture to 
experience? Who would appreciate these tales in the United States? How can these 
tales be adapted for a western audience while still retaining and representing the essence 
of Chinese culture?  
This thesis sought to answer these questions in TYA format through creating an 
original production of The Monkey King, yet the decision was made to gender-swap the 
title character to The Monkey Queen. A TYA format focuses on creating engaging 
professional productions produced by adults for children. It seeks to talk to a young 
audience, and not at a young audience, by crafting dialogue and action that today’s youth 
can comprehend and embrace during the performance without the need for clarification 
from a family member. Embracing the TYA approach rather than creating a musical 




The Demographics of Broadway Audience 2017-2018 that, “for a second year in a row, 
there was a record total number of kids and teens under 18 attending a Broadway show. 
At 2.1 million, it represents the highest total ever” (Haring). With younger and younger 
audiences attending theatre, the time is ripe for creating scripts and inviting young people 
to new TYA productions.  
 The TYA format provided the The Monkey Queen the opportunity to create 
imagination personified. Creating and producing a new script allowed for the themes and 
stories of the traditional folk tale to fuse with a style of storytelling that allows for 
adaptation and acceptance to thrive. When the young audience experienced this 
performance that was tailored to their demographic, a powerful connection was achieved. 
In adapting a tale from China, the performances of The Monkey Queen clearly created a 
true connection for the student audience. In total, The Monkey Queen had six 
performances; four for the general public, and two private performances. Children were 
in the audience for all of the performances. One of the talk back questions was, “What 
lessons did the Monkey Queen learn?” Often, children eagerly replied back suggestions 
of how Monkey used her head, heart, and heel, plot elements that taught the audience 
lessons of thinking, feeling, and exploring, to become the Monkey Queen. It was clear 
from their responses and enthusiasm that the fusion of a Chinese story with a Western 
style of theatre was a success.  
Significance of Study 
This production wielded numerous benefits for the Missoula community. 
Missoula is an isolated urban center in the Northern American Rocky Mountains, yet the 




limiting due to the lack of resources in the immediate area, so this experience was unique 
for most of the students who attended the production. This thesis also allowed a group of 
theatre artists to work outside of their comfort zones by exploring and celebrating an 
unfamiliar culture. It was exciting, yet a daunting undertaking, yet they emerged as 
advocates and interpreters, and created a meaningful cultural connection between east 
and west for young actors and audiences alike. 
The Monkey Queen was offered to tour to three schools in Missoula; two public 
Missoula schools (Paxson and Russell) and one private school (the Missoula International 
School (MIS)). Paxson and Russell were unable to host the production as their school 
calendars were full, yet MIS was able to host a performance on the morning of 18 April 
2019. The MIS performance was attended by approximately 125 student’s Pre-K through 
fifth grade. The response from both the students and teachers was overwhelmingly 
positive, and, for most of the audience, none of them had even heard of The Monkey King 
before the performance. Once again, the connection of east and west was achieved 
through TYA.  
One of the greatest risks of this project was cultural appropriation. Since the 
production intended to provide a cultural connection for a western audience, it could have 
been all too easy to simply “Americanize” the source material and claim that it achieved 
the goal of cultural awareness. A professional friend, Dr. Suhan Chen of the University of 
Montana, and Yang Cheng, a staff member of the Chinese National Theatre for Children 
who I became very good friends during my travels to China in July 2016, were contacted. 
They were provided with drafts of the script to peruse and both approved the script. This 




the Chinese community in Missoula the evening of 18 April 2019. Their enthusiasm for 
the performance and excitement to see one of their oldest tales honored and retold to a 
western audience was humbling.  
Another possible risk was gender swapping the main character from the Monkey 
King to the Monkey Queen yet doing so made the script accessible to those who embrace 
strong female leads. It also provided an opportunity for a young audience to witness 
equality and empowerment on stage. Additionally, the adaptation aimed to ensure that the 
script did not embrace white, male-centric ideals of storytelling. It was a challenge to 
offer a new narrative that empowers a female character in a traditionally male-centric 
role, but it was well worth the effort.  
Unfortunately, this production did not escape controversy in its execution. For the 
adaptation, the choice was made for Monkey to be crowned Queen based on 
empowerment and enlightenment rather than through violence as is the case in The 
Monkey King. To accomplish this, Monkey throws aside the traditional “bo staff” when 
she loses a fight with a monster and runs away only to meet the gods, who speak mainly 
with a divine language, which for this adaptation was American Sign Language (ASL). 
Monkey learns ASL, and in turn, assists the deaf Elder Monkey who then crowns her 
Queen. 
 Anna Loehrke, who has an Associate of Applied Science in ASL, contributed her 
skills in both ASL and theatre performance to provide training and signing for the cast. 
Once the Missoula Deaf community discovered the use of ASL in the production, public 
outcry of appropriation began to emerge on social media, which spanned two weeks of 




culminated in an “airing of grievances” meeting once the production closed. The result, 
while ending with a positive outcome of future collaborations and understanding of both 
the Deaf and Arts communities in Missoula, still put an indelible negative tint on the 
entire production. This incident is covered further in chapter four.   
Review of Literature 
 “The Monkey King, also known as The Journey to the West, is based on a true 
story of a Buddhist monk, Xuanzang, and his pilgrimage to India to acquire true 
scriptures” (Wu vii). The Journey to the West is an epic Chinese story, with translations 
ranging from 200 to 1,400 pages. The story spans sixteen years and is a journey fraught 
with demons, gods, storms, dangers beyond imagination, magic, and a vast array of 
colorful characters. The Monkey King is actually a spinoff, as the Monkey King is not the 
focus of The Journey to the West; the latter focuses on the travels of the monk, Xuanzang. 
As with all epic tales based on long ago truths and retelling, the character of the Monkey 
King is a person Xuanzang meets on his travels. As time grew, so, too, did the 
descriptions of the person who traveled with Xuanzang, and as tales become taller and 
taller, so did the person and legend that evolved into The Monkey King. 
 There are many literary versions of The Monkey King and, not surprisingly, many 
of them are tailored for young readers. Ji-Li Jiang’s The Magical Monkey King focuses 
on Monkey’s learning and treachery of the Jade Emperor and being imprisoned under 
Buddha's hand after Monkey bravado gets the best of him. David Seow and Tay-
Audouard’s Monkey King picks up where Jiang’s leaves off with a monk freeing the 
Monkey King, and with the Monkey King then joining the monk on his adventures west. 




monk, their exploits are limited, and the story ends by teasing the reader that more 
adventures lie ahead for the characters. Ed Young’s Monkey King blends elements of 
both stories together, and provides a longer journey between monkey and monk, but in 
doing so, sacrifices details found in other renditions. These children’s literature 
adaptations may differ as to the main story, however, they all maintain certain events and 
characteristics: Monkey’s birth, his desire to be immortal, seeking guidance from 
teachers, his brave actions in combat with cloud jumping, and the use of his magical 
stick.  
Two adult literature texts encompassing the entire text of tales of The Journey to 
the West were used to round out the research for the adapted script of The Monkey King: 
Wu Cheng’en and Timothy Richard’s The Monkey King’s Amazing Adventures and 
David Kheridian’s Monkey; A Journey to the West. Both novels provide similar 
translations of The Journey to the West epic, while each inserting their interpretations of 
certain elements. 
 After examining elements from these literary versions of The Monkey King, it was 
decided for the format of the TYA production to focus on the events mainly covered in 
the children’s literature version of The Monkey King and not the entire tale of The 
Journey to the West. For a fifty-five minute performance, the focus of the script was 
comprised of the elements that make up origin story of the Monkey King’s adventures as 
this story concisely tells the tale of his rise, fall, and remorse before meeting and heading 
west with the monk, Xuanzang. The story and details in this section of The Journey to the 
West provide a perfect amount of content for a TYA audience. This focus was also 




of The Journey to the West plot lines and characters, considerable efforts would have 
been needed to adapt the character adequately.  
Methodology 
In the fall of 2018, The Monkey Queen was selected to be produced as part of the 
Downtown Dance Collective (DDC) Artist in Residency program. The DDC describes 
itself as “. . . a joyful, creative, fluid and multi-functional space in the heART of 
Missoula’s vibrant downtown neighborhood. It is a place where artists of all disciplines 
can collaborate with others to share their crafts and passions with the community” 
(“About”). The DDC’s Artist in Residency (AiR) program, allows local Missoula artists 
to create and collaborate on new artistic endeavors. Three requirements are required for 
AiR programs. First, the work must be collaborative. Second, the work must be original. 
Third, it must culminate in an hour-long performance (“About”). The production of The 
Monkey Queen met this criterion as it utilized many individuals in a collaborative setting 
to bring the performances to fruition, provided a new and original work, and was granted 
a concession to produce an hour-long version to accommodate the production’s young 
audience. Once The Monkey Queen was approved for an AiR, performance dates were set 
for 12-14 April 2019, with auditions and rehearsals beginning a month prior.  
Research began in the fall of 2018, by examining the aforementioned novels; each 
was paramount in laying the foundations for the script. Each novel was analyzed, and a 
private journal was kept noting the similarities and differences between them. Creation of 
the script began in earnest in January of 2019 with a first read-through on 17 February 
2019. A second draft was emailed to the production team with a final read-through held 




Auditions notices were distributed on 7 March 2019, and multiple webpages were 
launched, including the DDC homepage. All notices encouraged strong character actors 
and performers with ASL skills to audition. Auditions for The Monkey Queen were held 
at the DDC on 17 March 2019, where only two individuals auditioned for five roles. Over 
the course of the next five days, in collaboration with Megan Wiltshire, numerous actors 
in the Missoula area were emailed. One challenge was that many performers were in 
Missoula Community Theatre’s production of Disney’s Newsies, which includes fifty-
five performers. Another challenge was being able to find performers who were available 
for school matinee performances during normal work hour. Thankfully, after many 
emails and calls, the remaining three actors were secured, and rehearsals began on 24 
March 2019. 
From first rehearsal to first performance, rehearsals for The Monkey King spanned 
nineteen days, and were mainly conducted in the evenings from Sunday through 
Thursday. The production was blocked in only three rehearsals, as were the movement 
pieces, leaving just eight rehearsals to polish and gain familiarity with technical elements. 
The short and intense rehearsal process gave the production a sense of urgency and 
constant momentum that would probably not have existed had this rehearsal process 
spanned longer. As a result, the performances had an energy of nervous preparation that 
could be felt in the audience. Cast members were given multiple journal prompts to 
notate their experiences with rehearsals and performances. The cast was also given an 
anonymous post-production survey to share their insights about the entire process.  
Four public performances where held at the DDC, which could only 




audience members per DDC performance. To delight of the company, the actual average 
was about thirty-five. Subsequently, two private performances were also conducted: one 
at the Missoula International School, and one at the DDC for invited members of the 
Chinese community through coordination by Dr. Suhan Chen from the University of 
Montana. At the end of every performance, four brief talk back questions were asked of 
the audience. For the four public performances, an optional anonymous audience survey 











The script used for this analysis was the performance draft of The Monkey Queen, 
by Matt Loehrke. This script can be found in Appendix A.  
As noted above, the character, Monkey, becomes the Monkey Queen. In 
analyzing the script, both terms are used for the same character to emphasize the point of 
her journey in the script. This is also the case for the character of Old Monkey, who is 
also referred to in the script as Elder.  
First Responses 
Pluses 
1. Gender swapping of the characters the Monkey King to the Monkey Queen and 
the Jade Emperor to the Jade Empress gives a female actress a string voice. 
2. Non-specific locations for sets makes it easier to stage. 
3. The small cast of five performers, one male (Brash Monkey), one female 
(Monkey Queen), and three of any gender is nice to work with. 
4. Only four props are requested; an axe, a handkerchief, and two Bo staffs. 
5. The first half of the script mirrors The Monkey King story, while the second half 
branches into new territory. 




7. A fifty-five-minute running time with no intermission is a plus for the audience. 
8. The adaptation incorporates American Sign Language (ASL). This gives young 
audience members exposure to a world with which they may be unfamiliar. 
 Minuses 
1. Possible appropriation of both the Chinese and Deaf cultures could invite conflict. 
2. Movement and fight sections require additional production staff. 
3. The Jade Empress’ dialogue of rhyming couplets could be challenging for a 
performer. 
4. The creation and execution of a puppet could require hiring an expert. 
5. Actors performing in various roles could be problematic for some performers. 
Questions 
1. How long have the monkeys been traveling? 
2. How many stories does the Jade Empress know? 
3. Does the Jade Empress know how the story will end? 
4. How many times has the Jade Empress told this story? 
5. Who was the Monkey King before the play begins? 
6. How many Monkey Kings have there been? 
7. How did Monkey gain confidence as a young monkey? 
8. What is making the Elder’s hearing go away? 
9. How long has the Monster lived in that cave? 
10. Has the Monster always lived in that cave? 
11. How long has the Lumberjack been cutting down trees? 
12. Has the Lumberjack sent a Student before? 




14. Why is the Student so arrogant? 
15. How long has the Student been a student at this school? 
16. How many Students has the Teacher taught? 
17. How does Teacher know that Monkey seeks to be a queen? 
18. When did the Elder lose their hearing? 
19. Why is Monster choosing to attack at this moment? 
20. Why does Monkey lose the fight with Monster? 
21. Why does Monkey leave her Bo staff in the cave? 
22. Have the gods helped other beings before? 
23. Why do the gods choose to help Monkey? 
24. Have the gods ever taught anyone else to speak with their hands? 
25. Would Brash Monkey be a good king? 
26. Was the Elder even considering Brash Monkey to be king? 
27. Why does Anxious Monkey wait to tell everyone of Brash Monkey’s deception? 
28. Why does the Monkey Queen choose Brash and Anxious Monkey to help? 
29. Why does the Monkey Queen make a connection with the Jade Empress? 
Clues 
1. The use of rhyming couplets from the Jade Empress shows the audience that she 
is a being with higher powers. 
2.  Elder Monkey mentions often that their hearing is leaving them. 
3. The Monkey’s names (Old, Brash, and Anxious) provide architype characteristics 




4. The terms “head, heart, heel” are used often to focus the young audiences’ 
perceptions and understanding of the morale of the play. 
5. The mention of time passing is used throughout the script to convey the span of a 
year that the Elder sets for Brash and Monkey to learn their lessons. 
Imagery 
1. Chinese paintings of animals specifically monkeys. 
2. Waterfalls. 
3. Caves interiors full of wonder and possible danger. 
4. A monster with snake like features. 
5. A forest full of Asian maple trees. 
6. A weather and kind lumberjack with knowledge gained from work and not books. 
7. A dojo made of stone with a simple courtyard. 
8. The sight and sounds of Bo staffs in action. 
9. Kind gods looking down on mortals, wondering about their problems. 
10. ASL alphabet. 
11. A Monkey Queen sitting on a throne. 
Concretes 
1. Kindness is universal. 
2. Knowledge trumps violence. 
3. Just because someone cannot give an answer does not mean they cannot help. 
4. Age gives wisdom. 
5. Men and women can be leaders. 




7. There are many ways to communicate. 
Supplements to the Playscript/ 




All page number references are from the performance version of The Monkey 
Queen, by Matt Loehrke. The definitions are from the website, Google.com. 
Pig-headed: stupidly obstinate (6). 
Snide: derogatory or mocking in an indirect way (7). 
Oaf: a stupid, clumsy, uncultured person (7). 
Hot-headed: having an impetuous or quick-tempered nature (9). 
Handkerchief: a square of cotton or other finely woven material, typically carried in one's 
pocket and intended for blowing or wiping one's nose (10). 
Yield: give way to arguments, demands, or pressure (12). 
Resentment: bitter indignation at having been treated unfairly (13). 
Ordeal: a painful or horrific experience, especially a protracted one (14). 
Jabbering: talk rapidly and excitedly but with little sense (14). 
Flunkey: a person who performs relatively menial tasks for someone (14). 
Isolation: the process or fact of isolating or being isolated (16). 
Pivotal: of crucial importance in relation to the development of success of something else 
(16). 
Conceit: admit defeat (16). 
Appeal: make a serious or urgent request, typically to the public (16). 




Wallows: indulge in an unrestrained way (16). 
Hallow: a small valley (16). 
Arrogant: having or revealing an exaggerated sense of one’s own importance (18). 
Meddle: interfere in or busy oneself unduly with something that is not one’s concern (19). 
Affairs: a matter that is a particular person’s concern or responsibilities (19). 
Solely: not involving anyone or anything else (21). 
Spiteful: showing or caused by malice (24). 
Resounding: unmistakable, emphatic (25). 
Astounding: surprisingly impressive or notable (25). 
Valor: great courage in the fac of danger (25). 
Commotion: a state of confused and noisy disturbance (26). 
Confession: a formal statement admitting that on is guilty of a crime (26). 
Admirable: arousing or deserving respect and approval (26). 
Safeguard: a measure taken to protect someone or something (27). 
Vigilance: the action or state of keeping careful watch for possible danger or difficulties 
(27).  
Tome: a book, especially a large, heavy, scholarly one (27). 
Geographical Reference and  
Place Names 
 
JADE EMPRESS. “A mysterious cave behind a waterfall they discover” (1).  
ANXIOUS. “I’m a smart monkey who is not going to go into some dark and creepy cave 
we found behind a waterfall” (2). 
MONKEY. “You won’t even go into a silly old cave” (4)! 




STAGE DIRECTION. “The stage shifts from a cave to a road” (8). 
LUMBERJACK. “Down this road is a school that teaches the skills of a warrior” (10). 
STAGE DIRECTION. “The scene shifts to a school” (10). 
STAGE DIRECTION. “The scene shifts back to the cave. It is cold and ominous” (14). 
JADE EMPRESS. “The monkeys have made a home warm and inviting” (14). 
JADE EMPRESS. “She soon comes to a clearing, a sort of hollow” (16). 
MONKEY. “I must return home” (21). 













JADE EMPRESS. “For as you will see in the first scene” (1). 
ANXIOUS. “Curiosity killed the cat” (3). 
MONSTER. “I tell you one lassssst time, get out––no more rhymes” (14). 




JADE EMPRESS. “But gods do not talk with languages from mortal lands, they speak 
through divine language, using only their hands” (16). 
JADE EMPRESS. “To ease the burden of stopping and repeating, we will now do a bit of 
theatrical cheating” (25). 
JADE EMPRESS. “There is an ancient book titled The Journey to the West. That 
contains tales about, well as you could have guessed, a Monkey, arrogant and 
smart flying about clouds with a zing – though this Monkey is not a Queen, but a 
Monkey King” (27). 
References to the Natural World 
JADE EMPRESS. “A mysterious cave behind a waterfall they discover” (1). 
OLD. “I cannot; my eyes and ears are not what they use to be” (2). 
BRASH. “I am not a chicken, I’m a monkey” (2)! 
ANXIOUS. “Curiosity killed the cat” (3). 
ANXOIUS. “Please stop, we are just hungry and tired” (3). 
MONKEY. “You won’t go into a silly old cave” (4)! 
BRASH. “It would be a shame if you hurt yourself in this dark cave, or even worse, 
should you come across a monster or two” (4). 
MONKEY. “See over here you can sit and eat, or over here you can take a nap in the 
afternoon sun––oh! And this, now this is my favorite part, you see water come in 
from the waterfall and . . .” (5). 
OLD: “Did I say I was dying?! My ears are going out, not yours” (5). 
BRASH. “I’m not a pig. I’m a monkey” (6)! 




LUMBERJACK. “My axe is a tool to help, and not hurt” (9). 
MONKEY. “You are just a silly fool standing in the forest, cutting down trees” (9)! 
LUMBERJACK. “Down this road is a school that teaches the skills of a warrior” (10). 
JADE EMPRESS. “She had arrived at the school” (10). 
JADE EMPRESS. “In her absence, the monkeys have made a home warm and inviting” 
(14). 
MONSTER. “It was the fault of time and nature that made your friend deaf” (15). 
JADE EMPRESS. “She continues on through rain and sleet” (16). 
JADE EMPRESS. “A meek monkey who ran but quick many miles away and sat and 
cried, thinking her dear friend had died, from her lack of muscle and might, a 
memory she played out night after night” (16). 
JADE EMPRESS. “She soon comes to a clearing, a sort of hollow” (16). 
GOD 2. “Wonderful weather you made today” (17). 
GOD 1. “We literally have been around forever; we love sorting out problems” (18). 
MONKEY. “My friend, they have become deaf. Please, heal my friend so they can hear 
again” (19). 
GOD 2. “Reversing the effects of time and nature are beyond our powers.” (19). 
MONKEY. “How do you say “banana”” (20)? 
JADE EMPRESS. “The lessons continued for three days and three nights” (21). 






OLD. “You dummy––“heel” doesn’t mean fight––it means to explore, to travel, to see 
new things and learn new ideas” (25). 
JADE EMPRESS. “His timeless adventures in all of China are quite well known” (27). 




JADE EMPRESS. “My appearance, no doubt, surely does impress for I am none other 
than the Jade Empress” (1)! 
MONKEY. “Step aside, it’s time someone took charge here” (3). 
JADE EMPRESS. “For a monster lurks, and may wait for years, hiding and waiting for a 
perfect time, to commit a most unspeakable crime” (4). 
LUMBERJACK. “That was very kind of you little monkey, thank you” (9). 
TEACHER. “I said to the lumberjack should they ever want to send a student to us, all 
they had to do was send them with this handkerchief” (12). 
JADE EMPRESS. “Running from feelings of failures and defeat she continues on 
through rain and sleet” (16). 
MONKEY. “Please do not harm me most powerful and sacred of beings” (18)! 
GOD 2. “I agree, but we cannot meddle in the affairs of others” (19). 
JADE EMPRESS. “The gods knew that Monkey had a mind to do only things that were 
kind” (23). 
ANXIOUS. “While you were gone, the Elder lost his/her hearing, so we always made 
sure someone was with the Elder to help” (26). 






ANXIOUS. “I’m not being hasty; you’re being a chicken” (2).  
MONKEY. “The only thing you “got” is fleas” (7). 
LUMBERJACK. “You know, for a little monkey, you sure are hot-headed” (9). 
MONKEY. “Thank you!!! But I have nothing to give you in return” (10). 
TEACHER. “Attacking a fellow student whose back is turned––shameful! Monkey the 
task is yours to give a proper punishment to one who harbors resentment in their 
heart” (13). 
JADE EMPRESS. “Friends be not afraid; the monster will cause you no harm, though it’s 
manners and look do cause some alarm” (14). 
JADE EMPRESS. “In every story, comes a moment when all seems last, a pivotal 
moment when point of no return has been crossed” (16). 
JADE EMPRESS. “There, sat two beings who were very odd, for indeed they were not 
people, but kindly gods” (16)! 
GOD 1. “We are gods, we kind of know everything” (18). 
GOD 2. “Reversing the effects of time and nature are beyond our powers” (19). 
OLD. “You dummy––“heel” doesn’t mean fight––it means to explore, to travel to see 
new things and learn new ideas” (25). 
MONKEY. “It is a bit rude to say “no” to your Queen” (26). 
JADE EMPRESS. “There is an ancient book titled The Journey to the West, 
 That contains tales about, well, as you could have guessed, 
 A Monkey, arrogant and smart, flying about clouds with a zing - 
 Though this Monkey is not a Queen, but a Monkey King. 
 His timeless adventures in all of China are quite well known, 
In other parts of the world, the Monkey King has no throne. 
 So, to explore his tale – a pun most certainly intended, 




 In doing so, our goal was not to cause strife, 
 But to give you an old tale full of new life.  
 Go and learn about the great Monkey King sensation, 
 And see how it compares to our humble presentation. 
 Remember that the path of your life is unseen, 
 So, travel that path well, just like the Monkey Queen” (27). 
 
Ideological 
OLD. “This fighting must stop, and for that, we need a leader” (3). 
OLD. “My age grants me wisdom, not leadership” (5). 
OLD. “You both could be our next leader. You are both confident and determined” (6). 
JADE EMPRESS. “A King or Queen needs to have the appeal, of a cool head, kind heart, 
and a firm heel” (6). 
MONKEY.” How we use our head, heart, heel will decide who leads next” (7). 
LUMBERJACK. “My axe is a tool to help, and not hurt” (9). 
LUMBERJACK. “You have shown you can learn from your mistakes, and for that, I will 
help you” (9). 
JADE EMPRESS. “Lessons of head, heart, and heel can be found everywhere, a fact the 
Lumberjack did make Monkey quite aware” (10). 
MONKEY. “But I can learn to protect myself, and how to protect others” (10). 
MONKEY. “I will not hit him/her. If his/her heart is full of resentment, then my heart 
must show compassion” (13). 
TEACHER. “Remember all that you have learned here” (13). 
MONSTER. “I always enjoy the look on someone’s face when they realize fear can be 




JADE EMPRESS. “But gods do not talk with languages from mortal lands, they speak 
through divine language, using only their hands. I, of course, understand the 
words they create, so listen carefully now as I translate” (16). 
JADE EMPRESS. “This way our play continues with voices resounding as the same 
words are shown on hands most astounding” (25). 
JADE EMPRESS. “A queen is crowned and a new day begins, for a cool head, kind 
heart, and traveled heel always wins” (27). 
Political 
JADE EMPRESS. “For as you will see in this first scene, the monkeys need a King, or 
maybe a Queen” (1).  
BRASH. “I will be the Monkey King. My name will live on forever” (6)! 
MONKEY. “No, I will be the . . . the . . . Monkey Queen! And MY name will live on 
forever” (6)! 
TEACHER. “A wise lesson to learn for someone who seeks to be a Queen” (12). 
BRASH. “This is a job for a King, not a Queen” (15). 
JADE EMPRESS. “For in a month she must make her queenly appeal as how she would 
use her head, heart, and heel” (16). 
GOD 2. “You must get home soon if you are to be crowned the Monkey Queen” (21). 
BRASH. “Today is the day I become the Monkey King” (22) 
MONKEY. “It’s been a year, the time has come, who will be the next leader” (24)? 
OLD. “Long lie the Monkey Queen” (26). 





The Author and His World 
 Matthew Timothy Loehrke was born on 8 May 1980 on the Naval Air Station in 
Jacksonville, Florida. Loehrke’s father served in the Coast Guard for much of his 
childhood, and as such, lived in eight states before the age of eleven. Loehrke discovered 
theatre in eight grade when he was assigned to act out an abridged version of John 
Steinbeck’s The Pearl. After presenting the piece, his English teacher, Karla Johnson, 
suggested he audition for school plays. He took her up on that suggestion and the 
following year was cast as Linus in the non-musical version of You’re a Good Man 
Charlie Brown. 
 In high school, Loehrke was involved in any form of theatre possible. From acting 
to building sets, to taking classes and serving as President of the Thespian Club, Loehrke 
had found his passion. It was no surprise that he attended Linfield College in 
McMinnville, Oregon, for his B.A. in Theatre Arts. It was during his last year at Linfield 
that Loehrke discovered his true calling in theatre: education. Loehrke was selected by 
his professor, Janet Gupton, to assist the beginning acting class. Loehrke enjoyed seeing 
new student’s grow as performers and because of this experience, he applied and was 
accepted into the Seattle Repertory Theatre’s Professional Arts Training Program. 
 Loehrke served as the Education Intern at the Seattle Repertory Theatre from 
September 2002 to May 2003. During that time, he gained extensive knowledge of the ins 
and outs of a working professional theatre as well as creating and implementing theatre 
classes alongside numerous teaching artists. A week after Loehrke finished his internship, 
he auditioned at Theatre Puget Sound’s city-wide auditions. There he was called back and 




accepted a position to begin touring with MCT beginning in the fall of 2003. He toured 
with MCT from the fall 2003 to the end of summer 2005. He then took a year off from 
touring to return to Seattle to teach and act, only to return to tour for MCT in the summer 
of 2006 until the end of summer 2007. 
 Loehrke then moved to Portland, Oregon, in the fall of 2007. He soon began a 
three-year relationship with the Northwest Children’s Theatre and School (NWCT) in 
Portland. Loehrke moved his way from part-time teaching artist and actor to full time 
staff serving as their Outreach Coordinator. During his three years at NWCT, Loehrke 
wrote many scripts for students of all ages and abilities ranging from a modern-day Robin 
Hood taking place in a record store, to a western version of Alice in Wonderland titled 
The Wonderland Express. Still the call of the road was too great, and in the summer of 
2010, Loehrke returned to tour for MCT. 
Loehrke’s last touring stint for MCT lasted from summer 2010 until January 
2012. At that time, he accepted a position in the tour marketing office at MCT in 
Missoula, Montana. In total, Loehrke toured for four and a half years over seven teaching 
and performing to over 150 communities in forty states and five countries. Loehrke’s 
skills in theatre education quickly overshadowed his responsibilities in the tour marketing 
office, so he was promoted to MCT’s Education Director in June 2016. In September 
2017, he married Anna Lewing. Loehrke still resides in Missoula to this day, training and 
hiring new Tour Actors for MCT’s tour, creating and conducting new classes for 






World of the Play 
Connections 
 I was first introduced to The Monkey King in July of 2016 when I was a MCT 
chaperon/arts ambassador for the annual children’s theatre festival, the Chinese National 
Theatre for Children (CNTC), in Beijing. The CNTC’s rich history can be seen 
throughout their building, and many stills from various productions of The Monkey King 
were on display. When I asked our hosts about this play that they had produced many 
times, they gave me an inquisitive look as if to say, “You do not know about the Monkey 
King?” They told me a synopsis of the basic story and I investigated the tale when I 
returned home; but at the time, it just roused a passing interest and the tale laid dormant. 
 The tale resurfaced again in January 2018 when I traveled to Cambodia for two 
weeks as part of an artist exchange through the U.S. State Department. In Cambodia, 
there are also numerous tales of brave or mischievous monkeys that I saw acted out 
through traditional dance and on amazing mosaic artwork found in the capital city of 
Phnom Pehn and at the temples of Anchor Wat. It was during this time that I was 
considering what project to tackle for my thesis.  
Originally, I was planning on directing Our Town comprised mainly of 
individuals living with disabilities. However, my courses showed me that I should break 
out of “old white man” theatre and try something new. So, while in Cambodia, a light 
bulb went off. What if I wrote a play for young audiences based on the stories of The 
Monkey King so I could bring this old, renowned tale to a new culture and audience? 
 Researching and writing the play began in fall 2019, and many of themes found in 




paralleled by my extensive journeys both as a child and as an adult. I also sought to use 
American Sign Language (ASL) in the production as my wife has her AAS in ASL and I 
thought it would be a great teaching moment for young American audiences to see 
signing, both through performance and interpretation.  
Relevance of this Work to a  
Contemporary Audience 
 
  Chinese and American culture is very different. From foods to languages, social 
norms, and even personal space, the two cultures rarely see eye to eye. However, the 
story of The Monkey King is a timeless piece of enlightenment and adventure that has 
enthralled the people of China for centuries. As the world becomes a smaller place due to 
trade and technology, the time was right to introduce this story to an American audience.    
Production Updates 
 Enlightenment was still at the forefront of The Monkey Queen, however this 
production also sought to add empowerment as well. The play was written in six scenes, 
and the first four scenes follow the original sequence of events of The Monkey King; with 
the only major change being that a monkey is seeking to be a queen rather than a king. 
Gender bending the main role allows an American audience to experience a strong 
empowering female character, and thus made the script more accessible. Other changes 
came from renaming characters labeled as “demons” in The Monkey King to “monsters” 
in The Monkey Queen, as demons has negative religious connotations in the west.  
 The most significant update to The Monkey Queen comes in the form of Monkey 
using knowledge and not violence to obtain enlightenment. Traditionally in The Monkey 
King, once the Monkey receives his magical staff, he becomes an amazing fighting force, 




from his amazing acrobatics and fights are one of the main draws of this story in China, 
but for America, the story of amazing warriors can be seen in almost any big Hollywood 
movie. So, for The Monkey Queen, violence was substituted for knowledge in the form of 
ASL. The oldest monkey loses their hearing and Monkey discovers that the gods gave her 
the power to learn to talk with her hands. This incorporation of kindness to others through 
alternative forms of communication enforced the themes of enlightenment and 
empowerment.  
Other Explorations 
 The Monkey King has a vast array of adaptations ranging from opera, comic 
books, movies, a television series, and many more. An adaptation of The Monkey Queen 
was recently produced through The Theatre Centre in Toronto in December 2018. The 
playwright and star of the production, Diana Tso, took a different turn. Traditionally, the 
story of The Monkey King centers around his travels with a monk as they head west in 
search of enlightenment to India. Tso took the story the other direction, literally, and 
wrote from the perspective of the Monkey Queen heading east back to China. Reviews of 
Tso’s The Monkey Queen were mixed as some praised its originally and attempt to 
connect cultures, while Karen Ficker of the Toronto Star struggled with the 
interpretation, “The production feels overwhelmed by the vast possibilities inherent in it, 
and there is a disconnect between the wild imaginative power of Monkey’s adventures 
and the limited material means through which they’re conveyed.” 
 Therein was the main challenge of adapting The Monkey King, a story usually rife 
with special effects, amazing acrobatics, and outlandish characters. How do you take 




empowerment? To answer this quandary, small elements of Bo staff fighting were 
incorporated in The Monkey Queen, but it proved useless for Monkey in her time of need. 
It was later when she discovered she could help (or empower) others through ASL (or 
enlightenment) that she is able to ascend her throne.  
Problems––Perceived and Otherwise 
Problematic Moments or Scenes 
All the movement sections require care and consideration of technical elements as 
well as performer abilities to ensure success. The use of an “ethereal puppet” brings forth 
challenges in its creation and execution by the actor as well, and the “all is lost” moment 
by Monkey at the end of scene four could prove problematic. 
Problematic Actions 
The fight montage in scene three, three actors portraying multiple characters, and 





Care must be taken in portraying the multiple characters played by three actors, 
especially by the performer playing the Monster. The use of a the Jade Empress puppet 
and how it can be voiced and operated must be considered. Additionally, physicalizing 
monkeys could prove to become to focal point of the piece and detract from the story. 
Problems Posed by Casting Difficulties and  
Problematic Representations of  
Race, Gender, Religion 
 
Of the five performers, three can be cast gender neutral. This creates interesting 




the script’s intention somewhat, but the message would still be conveyed. While this is a 
new take on an old Chinese tale, there is requirement to cast or act as members of the 
Asian community, though Asian actors would be most welcomed.  
Problems Posed by the Thematic  
of the Text 
 
The rhyming couplets provide minor, but not insurmountable challenges. 
Problems Posed by Genres 
As this is a theatre for young audiences script, care is given to ensure that the 
material is accessible to a young audience, yet the tale is palatable to audiences of every 
age. The success of appealing to all age groups comes with consideration of tempo and 
execution of the script to ensure that the production maintains an even pace to enforce 
plot elements, but the pace should not be too slow, or the production may bore a younger 
audience.  
Problems Posed by the Status  
of the Text 
 
 The Monkey Queen is an old tale, yet a new script. While some audience members 
may be excited by the allure of a new work, others may avoid it because it is unknown.  
Problems Posed by Dialects  
and Pronunciation 
 
The script was written for an American audience. There are very few words that a 
young audience member may not recognize, and even then, they were used to help with 
the rhyming couplets.  
Problems Posed by Need for Adaptation 
Even though some may know the traditional tale of The Monkey King, they 




Problems Posed by Unusual Linguistic  
or Rhetorical Styles 
 
As previously mentioned, care must be given to proper execution of the rhyming 
couplets.  
Problems Posed by Music or  
Need for Musical Score 
 
The movement pieces suggest the use of music, but no specific music is 
mentioned. It is up to the director to use music that best suits their production.  
Problems Posed by Scenic  
Requirements 
 
The script calls for few scenic elements, and even then, they should be merely 
suggestive.  
Problems Posed by  
Special Effects 
 
No special effects are needed in The Monkey Queen. 
Problems Posed by the  
World of the Play 
 
The world of The Monkey Queen is a timeless one, untouched by modern humans. 
Therefore, the problems with presenting the play are nonexistent.  
Applications 
Technical Preparation 
Limitations and Advantages  
of Venue 
 
 The Downtown Dance Collective (DDC) is in the heart of downtown Missoula. It 
is a central location for audience members to find parking, as well as a central hub for 




has its challenges. Most of the programming at the DDC is focuses on dance classes for 
every member of the Missoula community. The DDC is much longer than wider and has 
no elevated seating. After viewing other theatrical productions in the space, a mindful 
effort was made to ensure that young audience members could see the entirety of the 
play. To obtain this goal, it was decided to stage The Monkey Queen with audience 
members sitting in an “L” (see Appendix C, scene change map for The Monkey Queen) 
with seating options on the floor in front of the two rows of audience seating. 
 The quality of technical elements the DDC has at its disposal varies. For sound, 
the DDC has an impressive sound system, as one would expect for a dance studio. The 
DDC has eight theatrical lighting instruments and a rudimentary lighting board. Of the 
eight lights, only six worked. Thankfully, lighting equipment was brought in from MCT 
to assist in bolstering the lightening. Loading in and out of the DDC was relatively 
straightforward as the DDC has a small lot behind their building to load in and out. Also, 
the DDC has a smaller dance studio behind their main room that provided the cast a 
perfect green room.    
Notes about Technical Elements  
of Concern 
 
 Blocking the production proved to be challenging as having the audience in a “1/2 
thrust” configuration created numerous sightline challenges. When attempting to fix 
sightline issues, it was discovered that the staging became further and further away from 
the audience. To counteract this, more action was pulled toward the audience, which 
brought the actors lower. They were almost sitting on the ground so that audience 






 The first requirement for the set of The Monkey Queen was that it would be able 
to tour in the back of a 2005 Ford Ranger with a topper. The production took inspiration 
for the scenic design by using a type of pipe and drape set that the Missoula Children’s 
Theatre (MCT) uses for their international tour. MCT graciously lent two sets of tour 
walls, ten feet tall and twelve feet wide––one solid blue, and the other solid black. 
Colorful strips of fabric were added to break up the solid pattern, and no specific location 
was indicated. The production also borrowed three sets of masking that could be arranged 
in different configurations. The set design also required a bench, two single rehearsal 
cubes, and one double rehearsal cube, all borrowed from MCT. The bench and cubes 
were painted blue and given white and grey texture to help match colors of the set walls. 
All these items, the set, costumes, and lighting equipment fit into the 2005 Ford Ranger 
with room to spare. 
Lighting Plot and Layout 
 Due to the limits of the DDC’s permanent lighting equipment and the borrowed 
MCT touring lighting equipment, lighting design for the production remained relatively 
simple. The production was still able to achieve some looks through various gels and 
intensities to convey place and mood. Still, the primary purpose of the lighting design 
was to light the performers first and, if possible, provide theatrical emphasis second. 
Costume Designs, Resource  
Pictures and Plot 
 
 One of the original concepts for the costuming was to combine old and new, east 
meets west, using traditional art styles of China, contrasted with contemporary graffiti art 




fusion of the elements to provide a young audience something familiar, and yet a bit 
foreign as well. What follows are initial concepts from the director’s research. Please see 
Appendix C, Various Production Photos of The Monkey Queen, for examples of the final 
costuming.  
Prop List  
 The Monkey Queen required only five props: a puppet for the Jade Empress, an 
axe, a handkerchief, and two Bo staffs.  
Final Production Budget 
Item Income 
Go Fund Me $860.00 
DDC Box Office* $300.00 
Performance Fee for Private Chinese performance $500.00 




Stage Manager $150.00 
Costumer $100.00 
Puppet Construction $30.00 
Actors (Five actors at $130) $650.00 
Graphic Designer $100.00 
Videographer $50.00 
ASL Interpreter  $100.00 
Misc. Supplies $200.00 
Total Expense $1830.00 
Total Income $1660.00 
Revenue/Loss $170.00 (loss) 
*The amount given by the DDC box office was what revenue remained after the DDC 
covered their costs.  
 
Production and Rehearsal Schedule 






Auditions: March 17, 2019 
 Auditions for The Monkey Queen were held in the afternoon of March 17 with 
callbacks to follow that evening. The auditions took place at the DDC with the director 
and choreographer present. In the three-hour window of auditions, only two actors 
auditioned. Callbacks were canceled and the director and choreographer quickly began 
making inquiries to performers in Missoula. Further analysis of auditions is in chapter 
four. 
First Read: March 24, 2019 
 A full cast was assembled in time for the first reading conducted at the DDC. 
Some of the preliminary choices the actors made during the reading aligned with the 
playwright’s vision, while some offered new insights. While the initial audition turnout 
placed doubt on the quality of the cast, any fears quickly dissipated after the reading. The 
cast of five represented a well-rounded and dynamic group of individuals who had great 
potential to bring The Monkey Queen to life.  
First Week of Rehearsal:  
March 25-31, 2019 
 
 The rehearsal process for The Monkey Queen was quick. The production ran fifty 
minutes, with six scenes and six movement pieces to rehearse. The first focus of rehearsal 
was to get the production blocked. Navigating the challenges mentioned about the 
performance space in the DDC was a hurdle at initial rehearsals, as director and 
choreographer needed to adjust the set design to keep the production accessible for a 
younger audience. Once the production was blocked, the choreographer began to work. 
 The Monkey Queen is not a musical; rather it is a play with musical movement 




storytelling sections. These heightened sections require music, rather than dialogue, to 
convey feeling and intent. These sections ranged from discovering a cave, to a montage 
of Bo staff training, and even a vignette of gods teaching people sign language.  
 Also, during the first week, the cast began working with the ASL consultant to 
learn the signing required for the production. Many video recordings of rehearsals were 
made of the ASL and shared on a private Facebook group as a resource for the cast to 
access. The cast loved learning and performing the sign language, as the director noted in 
his rehearsal journal, “The show focus has shifted from China to ASL, but culture is still 
culture, and connections are being made” (Loehrke). The first week was fast and furious 
full of blocking, stylized movement, and ASL. Thankfully the cast soaked in the material 
very well, and this dedication allowed for the entire show to be blocked in just one week.  
Second Week of Rehearsal:  
April 1-7, 2019 
 
 This week was spent polishing and solidifying choices before moving into 
production week. Having the blocking and choreography in place gave the actors room to 
explore with their character and relations to others. However, the momentum built in the 
first week receded in week two.  
The cast experienced a bit of burnout from an intense first week of rehearsals. 
This lack of energy appeared in lateness or sudden conflicts from cast members, lack of 
commitment to memorization of lines and movements, and a general sense of exhaustion. 
Sensing a possible creative mutiny on his hands, the director canceled a rehearsal to give 
the cast rest and time to memorize.  
 During this week, the Jade Empress puppet (see Appendix C, Fig. 11 and 12) was 




part of the cast did bring a new sense of energy, as did the inclusion of other set and prop 
elements. Incorporating these items helped to give new life to scenes that were being 
polished and run repeatedly.   
Third Week of Rehearsal:  
April 8-10, 2019 
 
 The final week of rehearsal was a whirlwind of preparation as set and costume 
elements were added as the week progressed. Rehearsal constated mainly of running the 
show to give the cast and crew a flow of the show and identify moments of rehearsal still 
needed in the performance. The production ran fifty minutes with no intermission. 
Having a small run time allowed to complete a run-through of the performance with 
ample time after for notes and working of scenes.   
Two outside consultants observed these rehearsals and provided invaluable 
feedback. The first was retired VSA of Montana Executive Director Alayne Dolson; the 
other was local Missoula director Adam Ferguson. Alyane’s input focused on the 
accessibility of the piece in terms of using American Sign Language. As an expert in 
accessibility in the arts for people living with disabilities, she assured the company that 
they were honoring the use of American Sign Language in both the context of the script 
and the execution of the signing down by the performers. 
Adam gave feedback to the staging and directorial choices of the piece. It was 
exceedingly beneficial to bring a new set of eyes to the production as his feedback 
allowed for blocking and acting adjustments that significantly improved the performance. 
A prime example was his suggestion of adjusting the angles of the set walls. Making 





Final Dress Rehearsal:  
April 11, 2019 
 
 Eight adults and one child were invited to attend the final dress rehearsal of The 
Monkey Queen. Adding the component of an audience was invaluable, especially the 
inclusion of a child in the audience. The production company stood by the performance 
they had crafted, and yet, the performance had not been presented to an audience. Would 
an audience enjoy the production? Would the script be accessible? More importantly, 
would it make an impact on the intended young audience? These questions and more 
plagued the director as the show began.  
 The performance went a smooth as one would expect for an invited dress. The 
actors’ nerves translated into rushed moments and line deliveries, but it was nothing more 
than nervous energy emanating from a first live performance. Certain technical elements 
challenges were uncovered, such as sound levels being too loud or soft, and the need to 
spike certain set elements. 
 In all, the final dress rehearsal went very smooth. There was no need to stop the 
performance, and the actors did well to keep the play moving even when tiny line 
mishaps due to nerves arose. Afterward, the small audience was very thankful to 
experience the production and had nothing but positive feedback about production. Better 










First Performance: April 12,  
DDC, 7:00 PM 
 
Audience Attendance Forty-five 
Audience Reaction Very positive and responsive. 
Performance Evaluation Solid first performance. The cast is discovering moments 
of audience applause and laughter. 
Post Show Feedback The message of caring and treating others kindly was a 
big take away. 
Matt Loehrke’s 
Production Journal Notes 
“They applauded for the fight sequence!!! And for Jade!!! 
It’s working!!!” 
Other Reflections The audience was comprised of many family and friends 
of the production. It made for a great opening night. When 
asked if anyone had heard of the backlash from the deaf 
community, no one said yes. 
 
Second Performance: April 13,  
DDC, 2:00 PM 
 
Audience Attendance Thirty-one 
Audience Reaction Not as verbose as the first performance, but still solid. 
Performance Evaluation The actors are solidifying into the routine of the 
performance very nicely.  
Post Show Feedback Muted. The audience only responded to raising hands and 
did not offer any verbal feedback. 
Matt Loehrke’s 
Production Journal Notes 
“Does Old Monkey say the word “listen” too much?” 
“The audience really enjoyed the Gods teaching Monkey 
ASL; it got a nice round of applause!” 
Other Reflections In attendance were grad students from China who were 
visiting the University of Montana. They were numerous 
compliments of the production say it was a perfect 
production with good lessons for both Chinese and 















Third Performance: April 13,  
DDC, 6:00 PM 
 
Audience Attendance Twenty 
Audience Reaction Quiet. 
Performance Evaluation The cast seems tired. Two shows in one day combined 
with the schedule leading up to opening has taken a toll. 
Post Show Feedback A few comments about the use of language and 
homophones in the script. 
Matt Loehrke’s 
Production Journal Notes 
“A child did not like the monster moments, wonder what 
triggered them? Was it the costume or the staging?” 
Other Reflections For a Saturday evening, a large audience was anticipated. 
Also, the instigator from the deaf community will be in 
the audience tomorrow, and the cast and crew leave 
tonight with a sense of dread for tomorrow’s performance.  
 
Fourth Performance: April 14,  
DDC, 2:00 PM 
 
Audience Attendance Thirty-two 
Audience Reaction Lots of children in the audience but still quiet. The 
instigator from the deaf community was in the audience. 
Their disdain for the production as palatable.  
Performance Evaluation The cast was on edge, considering who was in the 
audience. They were very self-conscious about their 
signing abilities.  
Post Show Feedback Muted. The audience only responded to raising hands and 
did not offer any verbal feedback. 
Matt Loehrke’s 
Production Journal Notes 
“[The instigator] is here. Just watching the moments using 
ASL is exciting, empowering, and terrifying.” 
Other Reflections This performance was ASL interpreted. Only two 


















Fifth Performance: April 18,  
The Missoula International 
 School, 8:50 AM 
 
Audience Attendance Approximately 100, Pre-K-6th grade students and faculty. 
Audience Reaction Very positive. Laughing and clapping in all the right 
places. 
Performance Evaluation The cast has had time to rest, and having a young 
audience has energized them. 
Post Show Feedback The students greatly enjoyed the production, and teachers 
enjoyed the message of the script. 
Matt Loehrke’s 
Production Journal Notes 
“The students are enjoying the comedy aspects of the 
production more than any other audience so far.” 
“We hit forty-five minutes before the youngest audience 
members became squirrelly.” 
Other Reflections This performance was held at a different venue, requiring 
all the technical elements to be packed up and transferred 
to the school. Also, the new venue required us to restage 
certain portions of the show as we were now in a 
proscenium setting then the unique thrust setting of the 
DDC. 
 
Sixth Performance: April 18,  
DDC, 7:00 PM 
 
Audience Attendance Nineteen 
Audience Reaction Quiet, yet very engaged 
Performance Evaluation The last performance was a private performance for 
members of the Chinese community in Missoula. The cast 
was energized to present the script to them. 
Post Show Feedback Overwhelmingly positive. The audience had many 
questions and compliments about the script and were 
honored to see something familiar to their culture, yet 
different in Missoula, Montana. 
Matt Loehrke’s 
Production Journal Notes 
“The children are signing and waving to the actors! They 
are really making a connection!” 
Other Reflections This was the perfect audience to end the run of the show. 
This script was based on a story from their culture and 









Visual and Textual Responses to the Playscript 
Non-Literal 
 
Fig. 1. Loehrke, Matt. “The Monkey Queen collage.” July, 2019. The images were found 
in early 2019 in preparation for the production and shared with the costume designer to 
show the feel of east meets west, old meets new. The images were used to create the 











Fig. 2. Cheng, Yang. “Selfie on the Great Wall of China.” Personal photo. 11 July 2016. 
Pictured left to right: Yang Cheng (host from the Chinese National Theatre for Children), 
Matt Loehrke (playwright/director of The Monkey Queen), Joseph Martinez (Artistic 
Director of MCT, Inc.) 
 
Fig. 3. Yoshitoshi. “Wukong Blows His Hair.” Journey to the West Research. Jim R. 
McClanahan, 18 Sept. 2018,  journeytothewestresearch.wordpress.com/2018/04/25/the-






Fig. 4. Young, Nod. “Journey to the West.” Juxtapoz, 4 Mar. 2014, www.juxtapoz.com/ 
news/illustration/nod-young-journey-to-the-west/. Accessed 18 Jan. 2019. 
 
 
Fig. 5. “Detian Waterfall.” VisitOurChina, www.visitourchina.com/nanning/attraction/ 





Fig. 6. “3 Lessons from the Taoist Philosophy of Water.” The Open Mind, 5 Mar. 2018, 
www.the-open-mind.com/3-lessons-taoist-philosophy-water/. Accessed 18 Jan. 2019. 
 
 
Fig. 7. Reuters. “Chinese Opera Monkey King.” China Daily, 9 Dec. 2006, 















The Monkey Queen takes place in four, timeless and purposefully easy to 
produce/non-descript locations. They are: 
1. A cave for scenes one, four, and six 
2. A forest for scene two. 
3. A school for scene three. 
4. A hollow in the woods for scene four. 
Date: Year/Season/Time of Day 
The entirety of The Monkey Queen takes place over the course of a year, though 
no specific start or end times are mentioned as well as a specific year the play takes place. 
It is a timeless script. 
The only mention of a season is by the Jade Empress during the Jade Interlude 








Economics does not play a role in the world of The Monkey Queen. The only 
mention of any form of payment or possession is between Monkey and the Lumberjack 
when she briefly mentions she has nothing to repay the Lumberjack for their kindness, “I 
have nothing to give you in return” (10).  
Political Environment 
 The four monkeys seek leadership from within:   
1. “This fighting must stop, and for that, we need a leader” (3). 
2. “My age grants me wisdom, not leadership” (5). 
3. “We have never had a Monkey Queen; it’s always been a King” (6). 
4. “I’ll show that big oaf of a monkey what a Queen can do” (7). 
5. “It’s not time to make you King, it’s time for the Elder to make a choice” (24). 
6. “Long live the Monkey Queen” (26). 
Social Environment 
1. The monkeys show respect for the Elder Monkey. 
2. Humans converse with talking monkeys freely and without objection. 
3. Teachers are respected just as much as Elders. 
4. Gods are willing to help, should the time and situation suit them: “Telling news is 
one thing, interfering with our powers is another” (19). 
Religious Environment 
 Monkey has deep respect for the gods: “Please do not harm me most powerful and 






Previous Action  
1. JADE. “I am a kind shadow, many tales I have obtained, in hopes that I 
can make anyone be entertained” (1). 
2. MONKEY. “We have been searching for a new home for months now” 
(3). 
3. OLD. “Our family hasn’t had a leader since we began this search for a 
home many years ago” (4). 
4. OLD. “The rest of our family is just a few days behind us” (5). 
5. BRASH. “We have never had a Monkey Queen; it’s always been a 
Monkey King” (6). 
6. LUMBERJACK. “For years I have supplied that school the wood for their 
fires and have asked for nothing in return” (10). 
7. TEACHER. “I said to the Lumberjack should they ever want to send a 
student to us, all they had to do was send them with this handkerchief” 
(12). 
8. MONSTER. “It was the fault of time and nature that made your friend 
deaf” (15). 











 At the beginning of the play, Monkey is hot-headed, naïve, and too brave for her 
own good. She has a selfish sense of self-worth and feels that being responsible will 
come easy thanks to sharp wit. 
 At the end of the play, Monkey has learned from failure and defeat and 
discovered that helping others is a true talent of a leader. She finds her fame and glory 
through humbleness and philanthropy.  
The Jade Empress 
 At the beginning of the play, the Jade Empress is whimsical, wise, and 
welcoming. She knows the entire story and delights in leading the audience through the 
tale. 
 At the end of the play, the Jade Empress is the same, with the only minor 
difference of having the self-satisfaction of regaling a new audience to one of her favorite 
stories.  
Dialogue 
 The Monkey Queen is a Theatre for Young Audiences script. As such, the 
dialogue is purposefully written so a young audience can grasp the dialogue in real time 
without clarification from their family. In the case of The Monkey Queen, the script was 
aimed at and audience of third grade and higher. 
The Monkey Queen 
Choice of Words 




 1. “Then stop talking, you bore me” (3). 
 2. “Besides, you are way too pig-headed to lead us” (6). 
 3. “You are just a silly fool standing in a forest, cutting down trees” (9). 
 After Monkey meets the Lumberjack and the gods, her words become calmer and 
polite. 
1. “A humble Monkey who seeks to be a warrior” (10). 
2. “Thank you for all you have taught me” (13). 
3. “Thank you for your kindness and your lessons” (21). 
4. “I am choosing you, both of you, to help keep our family safe” (26). 
Choice of Phrases and  
Sentence Structure 
 
 Monkey rarely speaks more than a sentence or two at a time. This structure helps 
to keep a young audience engaged. See complete script in the appendix. Monkey also 
uses animal related phrases to emphasis key points. 
1. ANXIOUS. Curiosity killed the cat. 
       MONKEY. But it didn’t kill a monkey (3). 
 2.   MONKEY. Besides, you are way too pig-headed to lead us (6). 
Choice of Images 
 Monkey’s dialogue does not use imagery. 
Choice of Peculiar Characteristics 
 Monkey audibly reminders herself the mantra of her quest that was given to her 
from the Old Monkey. 
 1. “Alright, now. . . it was head, heart, and heel––right” (7)? 




 apologize” (9). 
 3. “Resentment in their heart . . . Heart . . . head, heart, heel. Teacher I will not hit  
 him/her” (13). 
The Sound of the Dialogue 
 Monkey has a juvenile tone to her. Her journey from petulant child to knowledge 
adult reflects that in her phrasing throughout the show. Monkey is also quick to anger at 
the start. She uses volume and malice in her lines to effectively brush aside the Brash 
Monkey. Monkey shows respect to Elders and gods. 
Structure of Lines and Speeches 
 As mentioned earlier, Monkey’s lines are concise and to the point to assist the 
young audience to stay focused on the action at hand. 
The Jade Empress  
Choice of Words 
 Jade’s words range from simple to complex as she enjoys narrating her a 
whimsical fashion of rhymed couplets. Her word choice also reflects the atmosphere of 
the scene she is describing.  
Choice of Phrases and  
Sentence Structure 
 
 Jade speaks in rhymed couplets throughout the entire show. She does this to 
emphasis her wisdom and cleverness. See full script in the appendix. 
Choice of Images 
 Jade use words that evoke images of the proceeding scene. 
 1. “Listen soon to four Monkeys drawing near. Who have been seeking a home  




 2. “However, she met no one, and she almost turned back, when suddenly near a  
 tree she heard a whack. The sound came again, and again came a smack, for it  
 was the work of an axe by a lumberjack” (8). 
 3. “Surely the Elder will not pick, a meek monkey who ran but quick, many miles  
 away and sat and cried, thinking her dear friend had died, from her lack of might,  
 a memory she played out night after night” (16).   
 4. “So to explore his tale, a pun most certainly intended, some of the details in our  
 play were bended” (27). 
Choice of Peculiar 
 Characteristics 
 
 Jade thinks herself very clever, and she is. She is a god and as mentioned by the 
other gods in the play, they have been around forever and know everything. She enjoys 
knowing everything and keeping secretes. She is kind, yet mischievous, all for the sake of 
telling a good story.  
The Sound of the Dialogue 
 Jade is very smart and has a big voice to tell a big tale. She has confidence in her 
knowledge and is a keen storyteller to excite and sadden an audience to heighten her 
story.  
Structures of Lines  
and Speeches 
 
 Jade speaks in three forms. The first and mainly used method is direct address to 
the audience. She speaks to them directly to move the narration of the play forward so the 




 The second and rarely used is not addressed to the characters but spoken to them 
as a passing thought to help move the story forward. 
 Lastly, Jade can translate the gods sign language and uses the translations to 




 Monkey wants to rule but must first learn how to rule. She begins by thinking her 
hot temper and sharp tongue will make her a good leader. However, once she is humbled 
by her lack of courage through violence, she discovers that knowledge will guide her to 
be the leader her family needs. 
Will 
 Monkey’s will is strong yet immature. It is not until she is faced with the sorrow 
of losing a friend that her head-strong nature slows, and she begins to truly grow up.  
Moral Stance 
 Monkey loves her family. She respects her elders, is kind to those who are kind to 
her, and mean to those who are mean to her. Monkey is kind to strangers, at first, but if 
she learns they cannot help them she quickly becomes angry. Monkey shows respect to 
the gods and to those her temper got the better of before she became enlightened and 
mature. 
Decorum 
Monkey is a smaller than the average monkey, but do not mistake her size for 











1. Heartbeat––vacillating, steady but easily agitated  
2. Perspiration––not much unless faced with fighting 
3. Stomach––upset from either anger or sorrow 
4. Muscles––more strong sinew then gym honed muscle 
5. Breathing––short gasps when flustered, slow and controlled when calm 
The Jade Empress  
Desire 
 Jade wants everyone to hear and enjoy her story. Jade wants to be admired for 
how well she told the story. 
Will 
 Jade’s will is strong. She knowns how the story will end, and she knows no one 
can hurt her. The only thing she fears is someone not enjoying her story and then thinking 
ill of her. 
Moral Stance 
 Jade proclaims herself as a “kind shadow” (1) and this is fitting as she is neither 





 Jade is a puppet. She has flowing garments and stoic face that leans towards 
benevolence. Her mouth does not move, and she has one arm that can be used to 









2. Perspiration––none  
3. Stomach––content 
4. Muscles––none, however she is very strong 
5. Breathing––controlled and even 
Ideas 
Literal Meaning of the Play’s Title 
 The Monkey Queen literally refers to the character Monkey and her quest to 







Symbolic Meaning of the Play’s Title 
The title The Monkey Queen refers to the title of The Monkey King. Switching 
“king” to “queen” signifies that the play will empower a female character and not the 
traditional story of the male character, the Monkey King. 
What is the Play Literally About? 
The Monkey Queen is about retelling one of the most famous Chinese stories, The 
Monkey King, and making it accessible to a young American audience. The play focuses 
on how two monkeys interpret how to use their head, heart, and heel to lead their family. 
While both understand the importance of head and heart, the Brash Monkey interprets 
heel to mean fight, while Monkey interprets that heel means to travel and to learn.  
The Monkey Queen also demonstrates how to care for others through 
communication. Monkey learns American Sign Language from the gods who in turn then 
teaches it to the Elder Monkey so they can communicate with their family.  
What is the Moment of  
Climax in the Play? 
 
 When Monkey teach the Old Monkey who to sign and therefore demonstrates that 
her head, heart, and heel make her the Monkey Queen.    
Why Does the Character Make  
this Climactic Choice?  
 
 Monkey wants to help the Old Monkey, even if it does not mean she will be a 
queen as she thinks she is too weak to lead her family. Unbeknownst to her thought, this 






What is the Result of the Climatic Choice 
on the Other Characters? 
 
 The Old Monkey can now speak with the rest of his family. Brash Monkey is 
chosen by the Monkey Queen to become the Keeper of Protection. Anxious Monkey is 
chosen by the Monkey Queen to become the Keeper of Kindness. The Jade Empress gets 
to bask in the glory of how amazingly well she told the story. 
Dramatic Action, Moods,  
and Tempos 
All pages refer to the performance version of Matt Loehrke’s The Monkey Queen. 
UNIT: 1  
TITLE: A Jade Hello 
PAGES: 1 
IMAGERY: Kind spirits pulling back a curtain. 
SENSORY IMAGERY:   
Sight 
fog 
Touch   
dew on grass 
 
Smell   
cool and wet 
Sound   
a calming breeze 
 


















TITLE: Monkey Finds a Home 
PAGES: 2-8 
IMAGERY: Squabbling children at a grandparent’s old house full of secrets. 












Jade Old Anxious Brash
to notify   to propose     to calm to induce 
Monkey     Monster 
to challenge     to spy 
TEMPO: Medium with varying speeds for exposition and comedy. 







TITLE: Monkey Seeks a Teacher  
PAGES: 8-10 
IMAGERY: Strangers in a forest during fall. 
SENSORY IMAGERY:   
Sight 
leaves on the ground 
Sound 








Jade Monkey Lumberjack 
to entice     to beseech        to test 
TEMPO: Hot headed anger that soothes to realization. 





TITLE: Monkey Finds a Teacher 
PAGES: 10-14 










SENSORY IMAGERY:    
Sight 










Jade Monkey Student Teacher
to inject    to enlist   to dissuade     to clarify                  
TEMPO: Medium to fast the fighting montages builds  






TITLE: Monkey Returns Home 
PAGES: 14-15 
IMAGERY: A horror movie before everything goes bad. Cool, dark, foreboding. 
SENSORY IMAGERY:    
Sight 
shadows that move 
Smell 











Jade Monster Monkey Old
to disclaim    to mock   to suppress     to tantalize                 
Brash 
to defend                        
TEMPO: Erratic and fearful, fast to slow as remorse takes over.  






TITLE: A Jade Reassurance  
PAGES: 16 
IMAGERY: Sitting on a parent’s lap and being told everything will be alright. 








a well-worn sweatshirt 









TEMPO: Slow and calm building to hope. 






TITLE: Monkey Signs  
PAGES: 16-21 
IMAGERY: A an isolated clearing in the woods where gods meet. 
SENSORY IMAGERY:    
Sight 






your fingers touching your 
hands 
caramel     warm spring air 
CHARACTER SUMMARY VERBS:
Jade Monkey God 1 God 2
to verify    to learn   to affect     to stimulate                 










TITLE: Monkey is Crowned  
PAGES: 22-27 
IMAGERY: The announcement of an election at a hotel. 










large piles of paper 
bland catered food    coffee and body odor 
CHARACTER SUMMARY VERBS:
Jade Monkey Anxious Old
to facilitate    to rectify   to defend     to notify                 
Brash 
to humiliate 











TITLE: A Jade Epilogue  
PAGES: 27 
IMAGERY: Waving goodbye in a car pulling away. 








the plastic on snack food 
mint gum     exhaust from a running car 
CHARACTER SUMMARY VERBS: 
Jade 
to ratify 



















The process for The Monkey Queen spanned approximately two years from 
inception to completion, beginning in Beijing and ending in Missoula. Researching, 
writing, producing, and directing a new script is a massive undertaking. The care and 
attention given at every step of this project maintained the responsibility to honor a foreign 
culture while making the production viable to a specific audience. At every juncture of this 
process, a range of emotions presented themselves that accurately embody the challenges 
and discoveries that the journey of The Monkey Queen achieved. 
Anxiety 
The Monkey Queen sought to provide a cultural connection through TYA. During 
the research phase for script creation, the source material of The Monkey King, while 
available to read and access, was not conducive for the creation of a TYA script. The 
original epic the Monkey King character originated from, Journey to the West, is a massive 
epic along the lines of Homer’s The Odyssey. Identifying the plot points that would remain 
true to the enormous amount of source material, yet remain appealing to a young audience, 
was an exercise in consideration and confidence. Juggling the details that would eventually 
become The Monkey Queen came from many meetings with colleagues who brought fresh 
perspectives about concepts and aesthetics of the production. One initial idea was to 




Monkey Queen. Thankfully, many individuals pointed out that this potentially could be 
cultural appropriation, as an origin story for the Chinese Zodiac already exists, so the script 
remained focused solely on the events found in Journey to the West. 
 The Monkey Queen went through three drafts before the fourth and final draft 
became the performance script. This process of read-throughs, evaluations, and edits 
proved to be insightful and stressful. The colleagues who read through the versions of 
scripts provided invaluable insight, including the suggestion of adding a fifth character 
needed for a narrator role. The need for a new fifth character led to the creation of The 
Jade Empress (Jade), who, in retrospect, the script could not have succeeded without. 
Processing the feedback proved to be time-consuming and exhausting as, at times, the 
original vision for the script began to morph into something different, yet it remained on 
track with the concept and goal of the production. 
Script creation was not the only source of anxiety during the early stage of The 
Monkey Queen. Seeking support from various arts organizations in Missoula to assist in 
the creation of the project required tact and compromise to secure performance and 
rehearsal venues, enlisting designers, and trying to schedule school matinee performances 
at various schools in Missoula. Thankfully, many people and places aligned perfectly, and 
the many logistics needed to fall in place before auditions did so thanks to open 
communication and being malleable to the needs and schedules of various individuals and 
organizations in Missoula. 
Excitement 
 During the readthroughs of various drafts of The Monkey Queen, the feedback on 




the script came into focus, excitement built for what the production would hopefully 
achieve. Members of the artistic community of Missoula began asking about the 
production, when it would run, and the impetus for the project. The inquiries helped to 
spread excitement and provided invaluable encouragement and momentum moving toward 
auditions. 
Doubt 
 The excitement was short lived as only two actors auditioned for the five roles, as 
mentioned in chapter two. Could this project not align with Missoula? Do performers not 
really care or want to work with a TYA? Does the purposed thesis have merit? These 
doubts and more plagued the production at first. Thanks to the efforts of the designers and 
other community member, the remaining three actors were found in time for the first read-
through. The cast was not what the production originally envisioned in terms of gender 
casting and body types; however, that is one of the many beautiful things about theatre. 
Sometimes the people desired for production versus the people who show up are a surprise, 
and this was the case for the final cast of The Monkey Queen. Having these dedicated 
individuals in place greatly assisted in evaporating any remains thoughts of doubt.  
Pride 
 As the rehearsal process began, the crux of the thesis came into focus. Concepts 
that were only thought of and planned became realities, and the production shaped up more 
and more into a TYA production. As with any new work, the playwright hears the words in 
their mind and must be confident and respectful of choices made by the actors in the 
rehearsal hall. This trust in the actor and script relationship proved to be very beneficial as 




emerged and became prominent in the production. One of these examples was with the 
actress playing the titular role. She was the smallest performer (both height and body type) 
in the cast. Her size influenced many of the other actor’s choices to her as she could almost 
be mistaken for a child, yet her training in theatre proved otherwise. This contrast of body 
type and attitude steered options the amplified themes of paternal kindness to the Old 
Monkey or bullying victim with the Brash Monkey. 
  A big part of The Monkey Queen was the use of music and movement, not dance, 
but choreographed moves to music. This component made up approximately thirty percent 
of the production. Using movement and music allowed moments in the script to transcend 
language and cognitive barriers. Seeing these pieces come together in rehearsal continued 
to solidify the success of the project. 
 The character of Jade came late in the script creation process and required the 
inclusion of a puppet maker to the design team and budget. Thankfully, the search for a 
designer and creator did not have to look far as the stage manager was also a craft 
enthusiast. In just three days, she researched, designed, and built one of the unique aspects 
of the production. Jade brought a sense of eternal wonder as the puppet was convinced to 
float, and the designer implemented this effortlessly. Having a “floating” puppet rather 
than a “walking” puppet allowed Jade to connect more accessible with the audience as she 
could move high, low, side to side, any direction to engage both audience and actor. 
 As all these elements of rehearsal began to solidify into a performance, an 
overarching sense of pride began to develop, and this pride was shared by all members of 







 Two weeks before The Monkey Queen opened, promotional materials were 
distributed around Missoula, both physically and digitally. For the logo, the American Sign 
Language (ASL) fingerspelling for each letter of The Monkey Queen logo appeared over 
their corresponding letter. The use of ASL on the promotional materials was done 
purposefully so young audience members could view the ASL on printed material and try 
to use ASL on their own.  
 A week before the opening of The Monkey Queen, a member of the deaf 
community in Missoula posted a lengthy and angry compliant on Facebook out crying the 
appropriation of ASL (Appendix C). The complaint was made without any private 
communication with any member of the production and blindsided everybody involved. 
The director of the show responded to the accusations on Facebook detailing the steps 
taken to respectfully handle the use of ASL in the show from the consultant used to teach 
the actors the ASL scenes, to the inclusion of constant consultation from former Montana 
VSA Executive Director, Alayne Dolson. 
The production team of The Monkey Queen did acknowledge that the exclusion of a 
fully ASL interpreted performance was a misstep and quickly secured an interpreter for a 
performance. Still, this did not satiate the complaints, and outcry grew demanding a formal 
apology and even canceling the performances altogether. Regrettably, as more and more 
negative reactions came from the promotional materials of The Monkey Queen, many 
efforts to advertise the performances dwindled for fear of continued backlash, and as such, 




In attendance at one of the performance was the original instigator of the complaint, 
who was invited to view the performance free of charge, with the caveat that a meeting 
would be held a few days after the performance closed where members of the deaf 
community and The Monkey Queen would be in attendance to discuss the entire ordeal. 
Having the person in the audience during the show was awful. Their energy was 
overwhelming venomous, and it significantly affected the cast. After the show, they 
departed without any communication to any member of the production staff. It was, by far, 
one of the worse experiences the entire cast and crew had ever experienced.  
A week after the performances closed, the meeting between members of The 
Monkey Queen and the deaf community of Missoula occurred. In attendance for The 
Monkey Queen were Alayne Dolson and writer/director Matt Loehrke. The members 
representing the deaf community included the original instigator, the President of the 
Missoula Club for the Deaf, and two individuals who are deaf and live in Missoula. The 
instigator and President did view attend a performance of The Monkey Queen. The other 
two individuals who are deaf did not. Both sides presented their objections and 
explanations in a civil yet tense setting. The instigator still demanded a formal and public 
apology expressing that The Monkey Queen had insulted the deaf community, while the 
writer/director held firm in his explanation that proper steps of consideration were taken 
and that the script was a tool to celebrate and encourage young audiences to learn ASL.  
After an hour of conversation, a friendly stalemate was reached where the 
writer/director said that moving forward in future theatre endeavors, he would take in 
consideration the inclusion of the deaf community. Most of the members representing the 




positive collaboration. The instigator was not happy with the outcome; however, the 
members of the deaf community did not agree with how this one person approached this 
situation and made it clear that they were partially out of line. Sadly, like red wine on fresh 
white carpet, the damage had been done, and an inedible stain had smudged the excitement 
of the production that still troubles the playwright. 
Accomplishment 
Not every aspect of The Monkey Queen contained controversy; in fact, it was quite 
the opposite as the entire process from inception to completion, experienced numerous 
degrees of success. The Monkey Queen had six performances. Four for to the public, one 
was for the students of the Missoula International School, and one private performance 
open the members of the Chinese community in Missoula. In total, The Monkey Queen had 
approximately 250 audience members.  
After the school performance and all the public performances, an informal audience 
survey was taken asking for audience members to raise their hands if they agreed with the 
statement. Members of the production team observed the audience and came up with a 
percentage of hands raised for each statement. 
Question Average amount of hands 
raised 
By a show of hands, how many people were familiar 
with the Chinese legend The Monkey King before 
today’s performance? 
9% 
By a show of hands, how many people had never heard 
of the Chinese legend The Monkey King before today’s 
performance? 
83% 
*By a show of hands, can the lessons mentioned apply 
to children in the United States? If you agree, please 
raise your hand.  
96% 




 For the public performances, audience members were asked to complete an 
anonymous audience survey about the production. The questions sought feedback to 
reinforce the thesis of this work; can you create a cultural connection using the medium of 
TYA? Thirty-eight surveys were returned with overwhelmingly positive results. The 
questions asked audience members a statement and then had them rate an answer of 1-5 
with one being strongly disagree and five being total agreement. 
Question Average answer 
The production of The Monkey Queen created a cultural connection 
between Chinese and American cultures. 
4.5 
Attending The Monkey Queen has made me more interested in 
Chinese culture. 
4.2 
The storyline of The Monkey Queen is accessible to a young 
audience. 
4.7 
A young audience (grades K-7) would gain an understanding of 
Chinese culture by viewing The Monkey Queen. 
4.5 
I would describe The Monkey Queen as a theatre performance.  4.9 
  
The data provide from both the written survey and verbal inquiries quantified the 
success of the thesis; however, it was the special performance for members of the Chinese 
community in Missoula that qualified it. The performance was coordinated by Dr. Suhan 
Chen of the Global Century Education depart at the University of Montana. The audience 
of twenty contained an even split of adults and children. This performance was also the 
closing performance of The Monkey Queen. After the performance, instead of the usual 
written or verbal prompts for feedback, the director/playwright invited the audience to 
share any thoughts about production. The responses were overwhelmingly supportive and 
were an excellent way to close the run of the production. 
The primary response the Chinese audience provided was how honored they felt 
that someone would want to take one of the most well-known stories from China and make 




and differences between the source material and the adapted script. The audience and cast 
members took many pictures after the informal talkback. With that, the run of The Monkey 
Queen, a run plagued with controversy and anger, closed with people from Chinese and 
American cultures, smiling and enjoying each other’s company, brought together thanks to 
a TYA production. 
Moving Forward 
 Inherently, theatre aims to entertain and inform. Often though, a third tenant does 
not rise to meet the later, and that is accountability. Playwrights and producers of theatre 
for adults should not censor their work for the sake of accountability. How an audience 
interrupts the work of these artists rests on the mantle of an adult who can process and 
evaluate the production. For a young audience, accountability must be a steadfast 
consideration in production creation. Artists working for and with young audiences must 
be keenly aware of how they are conveying their intentions. In every choice from directing 
to acting, designing to marketing, the artists must be accountable for the responsibility to 
guide a young audience with content that is crafted with care and attention to provide 
excitement. Should this attention not be present at all aspects of the process, it is all too 
easy for ideas to become muddy and fall into the realm of propaganda, or worse yet, push 
away a young audience member from enjoying future theatre productions.  
Can a cultural connection be obtained through Theatre for Young Audiences? 
Thanks to the feedback and support of both members of American and Chinese cultures in 
Missoula, Montana, the answer is a resounding “yes.” The intent of thesis may be easily 
supported; however, the ramifications that brought lessons to learn during this process 




together is not inherently new. However, using theatre to inform and inspire youth about 
other cultures requires care and attention.  
 Having care and attention as constant anchors for this production allowed The 
Monkey Queen to succeed. Care and attention were present at the inception of the script, 
they were present during the creation and revision of the script, they were present at 
auditions and rehearsals, they were present through the challenges of engaging the deaf 
community of Missoula, they were present at every performance, and now they remain 
present with all involved in the production.  
 Inspiration is a pebble of excitement that causes ripples of stimulation that grow 
into a passion. We never know how or when inspiration will present itself; all we know is 
to let it envelop us with hope and excitement. The lessons learned by the adults from this 
project are numerous ranging from script research and writing to engaging communities 
and cultures that are not one’s own. The lessons learned by children are more exciting 
though, because they are still dormant. The Monkey Queen allowed children to plant seeds 
of friendship, ASL, China, and more for them to cultivate and harvest as they develop into 
adults. The stewardship of helping children craft their lessons from a play remains the most 
rewarding outcome of this project and one that will continue to guide the playwright/ 
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The Monkey Queen  
By Matt Loehrke 
 
Based on the legends of the Monkey King from the Chinese novel 
The Journey to the West by Wu Cheng’en 
 
Actor 1: The Monkey Queen 
Actor 2: The Jade Empress – an ethereal puppet 
Actor 3: An anxious Monkey, A lumberjack, A Monster 
Actor 4: A brash Monkey, A teacher, a God(1) 
Actor 5: An old and reasonable Monkey, A student, a God(2)   
 
A note on the Monkey characters: vocal choices should be placed on the role/archetype 
of the Monkey and not the sounds of real monkeys. A monkey-like physicality should be 
lightly suggested, but it is not the emphasis of performance. In general, think along the 
lines of how all the animals were represented in Disney’s ZOOTOPIA. 
 
To begin, our stage is full of covered items in disarray, much like you would discover an 
old attic untouched for decades. It should create a sense of curiosity.  
 
PROLOGUE: A JADE HELLO 
THE JADE EMPRESS curiously peaks around the set at the audience and slowly 
comes to investigate them, interacting with audience members, soliciting some 
sort of hub-ub excitement/wonder from the audience as the opening music fades. 
 
JADE: Now, now hush! Keep your voices down. 
 You must think me some sort of clown! 
 My appearance, no doubt, surely does impress, 
 For I am none other than the Jade Empress. 
I am a kind shadow, many tales I have obtained, 
 In hopes that I can make anyone be entertained. 
Including all of you, sitting about there, there and here, 
 Are now the audience to a story I hold most dear. 
 So, now that you know me, and I know you, 
 Let me share some facts of this tale that are true. 
 In this tale are fantastic Monkeys that speak. 
 Honor and glory are things they seek.  
 However, Monkeys are not the only roles in this play, 
 For Monsters and gods we will meet on the way. 
 Listen soon to four Monkeys drawing near. 
 Who have been seeking a home for many a year. 
 A mysterious cave behind a waterfall they discover, 
 But there is much more for these Monkeys to uncover. 




 The Monkeys need a King, or maybe a Queen.  
  
 JADE floats away.  
 
SCENE 1: MONKEY FINDS A HOME 
From offstage we hear OLD MONKEY, BRASH MONKEY, and ANXIOUS 
MONKEY approaching, ad-libbing about how long they traveled and their 
collective weariness. THEY appear in an entrance way.  
 
OLD: This should do nicely. 
 
BRASH: This place?! No no no… this can’t be our new home. 
 
ANXIOUS: But Elder, we do not know what’s in there. I mean, there could be m-m-
monsters in there! 
 
OLD: Good point, someone needs to go in and look around. 
 
ANXIOUS: And become monster chow?! Un-uh. Not me. Noooo thank you. 
 
BRASH: Elder, you said this place will do nicely, you go. 
 
OLD: I cannot; my eyes and ears are not what they use to be. 
 
ANXIOUS: Then that leaves you – go! 
 
BRASH: Now wait a minute; let’s not be too hasty. 
 
ANXIOUS: I am not being hasty; you are being a chicken. 
 
BRASH: I am not a chicken, I’m a monkey! 
 
ANXIOUS: We’re all monkeys… 
 
BRASH: Then you go if you are such a brave monkey. 
 
ANXIOUS: I didn’t say I was a brave monkey. 
 
BRASH: That’s what I thought… 
 
ANXIOUS: I’m a smart monkey who is not going to go into some dark and creepy cave 
we found behind a waterfall. 
 





ANXIOUS: No, no, no… I didn’t say that… I’m just saying if the Elder will not go in, or 
you or I… then who? 
 
 From behind the THREE MONKEYS, we hear: 
 
MONKEY: I will. 
 
The THREE MONKEYS part revealing the MONKEY who will become the 
Monkey Queen.  
 
BRASH: You? Ha! You are young and weak. I don’t know why the Elder even brought 
you. 
 
MONKEY: We have been searching for a new home for months now. The rest of our 
family will be here soon. You two clearly do not have the courage to go in, then I will. 
 
ANXIOUS: Oh, thank goodness. 
 
BRASH: If she wants to go, let her go. Her curiosity will keep her safe. 
 
ANXIOUS: Curiosity killed the cat. 
 
MONKEY: But it didn’t kill a monkey! Step aside, it’s time someone took charge here.  
 
BRASH: You are not in charge! 
 
MONKEY: Neither are you. 
 
ANXIOUS: Oh no… 
 
BRASH: I know when to hold my tongue. 
 
MONKEY: Then stop talking, you bore me. 
 
BRASH: That’s it. 
 
BRASH and MONKEY get into a fight. ANXIOUS gets between them to make 
them to stop with little success. 
 
ANXIOUS: Please stop, we are just hungry and tired, stop – Elder, help! 
 
OLD: Stop. Stop! I SAID ENOUGH!!! 
 
The exertion of screaming causes ELDER to become out of breath and in need of 





ANXIOUS: Elder, it’s alright, just calm down, breathe, breathe, there you go. 
 
MONKEY: Look what you did. 
 
BRASH: Me! You started it! I- 
 
ANXIOUS: Stop it, both of you! Elder are you alright. 
 
OLD: Yes, I will be fine. Thank you. This fighting must stop, and for that, we need a 
leader.  
 
ANXIOUS: But Elder, you lead us. 
 
OLD: Oh no, my age gives me wisdom to guide, but our family has not had a leader since 
we began this search for a home many years ago. 
 
BRASH: Then I will lead. 
 
MONKEY: You won’t even go in a silly old cave!  
 
OLD: Now, now, first things first, we need a home for a leader to rule over.  
 
MONKEY: I will go in the cave.  
 
OLD: Are you sure you want to go? 
 
MONKEY: I am. 
 
OLD: Very well. We will remain close by should you need us.  
 
BRASH: I will stay with these two and make sure they are safe. 
 
MONKEY: Very brave of you… 
 
OLD: Be safe child. 
  
ANXIOUS helps OLD out of the cave.  
 
BRASH: Yes, be safe child. It would be a shame if you hurt yourself in this dark cave, or 
even worse, should you come across a monster or two. But I am sure your great bravery 
and courage will keep you safe.   
 
BRASH departs with a smirk and a laugh leaving MONKEY alone. 
 





 MOVEMENT 1: MONKEY CREATES THE SPACE 
- Monkey, with much trepidation, slowly enters the cave. 
- JADE also appears, unseen to MONKEY and guides her about the space. 
- MONKEY slowly uncovers the items in the space, still being somewhat 
guided by JADE. 
- MONKEY’S fear turns to excitement as she slowly uncovers wonderful items. 
- Together, yet separate, MONKEY and JADE create the set. 
- MONKEY exits to get the other THREE MONKEYS. 
- MONSTER appears from another entrance, inspects the new home, laughs, 
and leaves 
 
JADE: A home is found, but all is not as appears, 
 For a monster lurks, and may wait for years, 
 Hiding and waiting for the perfect time, 
 To commit a most unspeakable crime. 
 But a monkey can stop them if they are bold, 
 A bold Monkey chosen by a Monkey most old. 
   
 JADE exits and the FOUR MONKEYS enter and look around their new home. 
 
MONKEY: Look what I made for our family.  
 
ANXIOUS: Oh my gosh – look at it all! 
 
OLD: You have done well. 
 
MONKEY: Thank you. 
 
ANXIOUS: It’s perfect! 
 
BRASH: It’s far from perfect. 
 
MONKEY: No no, it is perfect, just look! (SHE begins to run around the space) See over 
here you can sit and eat, or over here you can take a nap in the afternoon sun – oh! And 
this, now this is my favorite part, you see water comes in from the waterfall and… 
 
 In HER excitement, some piece of the environment is knocked over. 
 
BRASH: Far from perfect. 
 
OLD: Now that we have found a home, we must decide who will lead us. 
 
ANXIOUS: But you lead us here, you should be our leader. 
 
OLD: That is kind of you; however, as I have said, my age grants me wisdom, not 




of our family is just a few days behind us. It would be nice to have a feast waiting for 
them at their new home. 
 
ANXIOUS: Yes Elder. 
 
 ANXIOUS exits. 
 
OLD: Both of you, listen well, for my time short…  
 
BRASH: You’re dying?!? 
 
OLD: Did I say I was dying!? My ears are going out, not yours. Time is short for what I 
have to say is for you two and not him/her out there collecting food. Now, it is between 
you two as to who will be our next leader. 
 




BRASH: But she is way too young to lead us. 
 
MONKEY: Am not! Besides, you are way too pig-headed to lead us. 
 
BRASH: I’m not a pig. I’m a monkey! 
 
MONKEY: That’s not what that means! 
 
BRASH: Whatever. I will be the Monkey King. My name will live on forever! 
 
MONKEY: No, I will be the… the… Monkey Queen! And MY name will live on 
forever!!! 
 
BRASH: Monkey Queen – HA! We have never had a Monkey Queen; it’s always been a 
King. 
 




OLD: (chuckling) Well, at least I know I was right. 
 
BRASH: About what? 
 





OLD: The two of you. You both could be our next leader. You are both confident and 
determined. But how to choose… how to choose…  
 
 JADE swoops to OLD and offers the following wisdom. 
 
JADE: A King or Queen needs to have the appeal, 
 Of a cool head, kind heart, and a firm heel. 
 





OLD: …will be crowned based on three things. Their head, their heart, and their heel. 
 
 With a smile, JADE exits. 
 
MONKEY: Head, heart, heel? 
 
OLD: That is correct. 
 




BRASH: Exactly what? 
 




BRASH: Pfft, I knew that I was just, double checking, that’s all. 
 
MONKEY: Looks like one point for me in the head column. 
 
BRASH: NO! We haven’t started yet – wait, there are points? How many points to win?! 
 
OLD: There are no points! Did I say there were points?! Now listen! One year from today 
you will come before me and tell me how you would use your head, your heart, and your 
heel to be the best leader for our family.  
 
BRASH: Head, heart, heel? Ha! I got this, no problem.  
 





BRASH: Keep it up little monkey. When I am King, I will remember every single snide 
thing you said, and then we will see who is laughing. 
 
 BRASH exits 
 
MONKEY: He doesn’t scare me! (shouting at BRASH) JUST YOU WAIT YOU… 
YOU… YOU… ARGH! 
 
OLD: I certainly heard that. Come, come now. Take a breath little monkey. There you go. 
 




MONKEY: Head… that must mean how I think as leader and heart… that must mean 
how I feel towards others! Right?! 
 
OLD: I really can’t say yes or no, wouldn’t be fair now would it? 
 
MONKEY: Right… and heel… heel… foot… fist… fight? Fight! Heel must mean how I 
can protect our people! Right? 
 
OLD: My ears aren’t what the use to be… what did you say? 
 
MONKEY: Oh nothing, nothing at all! I just… I just... I don’t know how to fight. 
 
OLD: Good thing you got a year to figure that out. 
 
MONKEY: Your right!  I must find a teacher!!! I’ll show that big oaf of a monkey what a 
Queen can do. 
 
 MONKEY races out of the cave. 
 
OLD: One year… (sigh) we shall see… 
 
OLD settles down to rest, as the lights fade, MONSTER is seen for a brief 




SCENE 2: MONKEY SEEKS A TEACHER 
The stage shifts from the cave to a road. During the change JADE floats on, 
addressing the audience. 
 
JADE: The Monkey who sought to be Queen traveled far, 




 Days turned to weeks, the sun rose, and the sun set, 
 But her goal, head, heart, and heel – she did not forget. 
 However, she met no one, and she almost turned back, 
 When suddenly near a tree she heard a whack. 
 The sound came again, and again came a smack, 
 For it was the work of an axe by a lumberjack. 
 Monkey watched them fell tree after tree, 
 And knew this was to be the teacher for she. 
 For only one with such strength and might, 
 Could be the one to teach her to fight.  
 Cautiously, and with the greatest of care and respect, 
 She approached the lumberjack not knowing what to expect.  
 
 JADE floats away. 
 
MONKEY: Excuse me wise one… 
 
LUMBERJACK: AH! You startled me, little monkey. 
 
MONKEY: My apologies, but, please, I seek your help! 
 
LUMBERJACK: No need to apologize little one, now how can I help? 
 
MONKEY: You are strong and mighty with your axe, you must have defeated hundreds, 
if not thousands of monsters and protected countless people! Please! Teach me to be a 
mighty warrior like you. 
 
LUMBERJACK: (chuckling) Me!? A warrior? Oh, I am sorry if I led you on somehow, 
but I am not a warrior. 
 
MONKEY: But you swing your axe and… and… and trees fall before you effortlessly – 
you must be a warrior! 
 
LUMBERJACK: Oh no, I am just a humble lumberjack. My axe is a tool to help, and not 
hurt. 
 
MONKEY: No, no you are a warrior! And you can teach me how to be mighty, and then 
I will know how to fight, and then I can be a Queen… and then… I can… 
 
LUMBERJACK: Whoa slow down, what’s wrong? 
 
MONKEY: I have been traveling for a month seeking a teacher how to use my heel. 
 
LUMBERJACK: Sounds to me like you’re your heel is just fine if you been traveling for 





MONKEY: Foolish lumberjack! I do not seek to use my heel to walk, but to fight! 
 
LUMBERJACK: You sure are in a hurry to learn how to pick a fight. 
 
MONKEY: Not to fight, but to defend. 
 
LUMBERJACK: Well that’s entirely different. 
 
MONKEY: It doesn’t matter if they are different! And you are wasting my time! 
 
LUMBERJACK: (laughing) I’m wasting your time?! You were the one who came to me 
to begin… 
 
MONKEY: You are no help to me! You are just a silly fool standing in the forest, cutting 
down trees! You know nothing of being a mighty warrior! 
 
LUMBERJACK: If you say so. Best of luck to you. You know, for a little monkey, you 
sure are hot-headed. 
 
 The LUMBERJACK starts to exit. 
 
MONKEY: Hot-headed… Head… Head, heart, heel… please, wait! I must apologize. I 
asked for your help, and in return, I yelled at you, that was not kind of me. I was hot-
headed and for that please accept my apologies.  
 
LUMBERJACK: That was very kind of you little monkey, thank you – I accept your 
apology. 
 
MONKEY: Right... well I am sorry I bothered you. 
 
 MONKEY starts to leave. 
 
LUMBERJACK: Wait little monkey, you have shown that you can learn from your 
mistakes, and for that, I will help you. 
 
MONKEY: You will? 
 
LUMBERJACK: Only if you promise to cool your hot-head. 
 
MONKEY: I will, I promise! 
 
LUMBERJACK: Good. Now, you are in luck. Down this road is a school that teaches the 
skills of a warrior. For years, I have supplied that school the wood for their fires and have 
asked for nothing in return. Take this handkerchief and when the teacher asks who you 





MONKEY: Oh, thank you! Thank you!!! But I have nothing to give you in return. 
 
LUMBERJACK: The only thing I ask is for you to remember… 
 
MONKEY: ...cool my hot-head! 
 
LUMBERJACK: That’s right. 
 
MONKEY: I will, I will I promise! Thank you! 
  
MONKEY runs off. The LUMBERJACK exits the opposite direction, humming as 
they leave. 
 
SCENE 3: MONKEY FINDS A TEACHER 
 As the scene shifts to the school where A STUDENT is practicing, JADE appears. 
 
JADE: Lessons of head, heart, and heel can be found everywhere, 
 A fact the Lumberjack made Monkey quite aware. 
 With newfound purpose, she walked with a laugh, 
When she came across someone holding a bo staff. 
 She had arrived at the school, and she was ready, 
 To keep her hot-head, cool, calm, and steady. 
 
JADE floats away as MONKEY enters. 
 
STUDENT: Halt, who goes there? 
 
MONKEY: A humble Monkey who seeks to be a warrior. 
 
STUDENT: A puny Monkey like you cannot be a warrior. 
 
MONKEY: Maybe not, but I can learn to protect myself, and how to protect others. 
 
STUDENT: Is that so… Well then… 
 
THE STUDENT approaches MONKEY slowly, sizing her up. Suddenly THE 
STUDENT gestures at her as if to hit her with the Bo. She flinches and 
instinctively falls to the ground in defense. THE STUDENT erupts in mocking 
laughter. 
 
STUDENT: You can not even defend yourself from me – how… HOW on earth are you 
going to defend others? 
 
MONKEY: (doing their best to remain cool-headed) I thank you for teaching me the 
lesson to never allow an armed stranger to approach me, a mistake I will not make again. 





STUDENT: What do I want with a handkerchief. 
 
MONKEY: The lumberjack told me to give it to you. 
 
STUDENT: I do not want or need some disgusting token. 
 
MONKEY: But the lumberjack said… 
 




STUDENT: I said – GO! 
 
MONKEY: …no!  
 
The STUDENT again approaches the MONKEY. True to her word, the MONKEY 
drops the handkerchief and prepares to defend herself. Using the Bo, The 
STUDENT shuffles the handkerchief aside 
 
STUDENT: Your silly hankie can’t save you. Now, I tell you for the last time… leave. 
 
MONKEY: But the lumberjack… 
 
STUDENT: Time for another lesson then.  
 





 TEACHER enters, picking up the handkerchief along the way. 
 
STUDENT: Teacher (STUDENT bows) I was just showing this silly little monkey the 
way out.  
 
TEACHER: Were you now. 
 
STUDENT: Yes teacher. 
 
MONKEY: Wait, you’re not the teacher. 
 
STUDENT: I never said I was. 
 





TEACHER: To me, it looks like you were about to attack a defenseless silly little 
monkey. 
 
STUDENT: Teacher, no… I was just… 
 
TEACHER signals for the STUDENT to stop talking. The TEACHER hands the 
handkerchief back to the MONKEY.  
 
TEACHER: Did you bring this to us little monkey? 
 
MONKEY: I did. 
 
TEACHER: And what is it you seek? 
 
MONKEY: How to defend others when they cannot defend themselves. 
 
TEACHER: A wise lesson to learn for someone who seeks to be a Queen. 
 
STUDENT: A Queen?! 
 
MONKEY: How did you… 
 
TEACHER: A teacher knows many things, now come, you have much to learn. 
 
STUDENT: But teacher, you said, no more students. 
 
TEACHER: I say lots of things. For example, I said to the lumberjack should they ever 
want to send a student to us, all they had to do was send them with this handkerchief, did 




TEACHER: That’s odd – because I just said it. 
 
STUDENT: Oh… Ooooooooooooh… yes, teacher. 
 
TEACHER: Now that’s settled, let the training begin. 
 
MOVEMENT 2: MONKEY LEARNS TO DEFEND 
- Through the art of dance-fighting, the teacher teaches Monkey how to use a 
bo for defense. 
- The Student remains petulant and arrogant. 
- Slowly, Monkey learns more moves through trials an error with small spars 
with the student. 




- Think 80’s montage of a sports movie going from zero to hero.  
 
STUDENT: I yield! 
 
TEACHER: Well done Monkey. 
 
 MONKEY turns their back on the very sullen STUDENT to bow to the TEACHER. 
 
MONKEY: Thank you, Teacher. 
 
 Frustrated at their defeat, the STUDENT goes to attack MONKEY. 
 
TEACHER: Look out! 
 
 In a single, graceful move, MONKEY disarms the STUDENT. 
 
TEACHER: Attacking a fellow student whose back is turned – shameful. Monkey the 
task is yours to give a proper punishment to one who harbors resentment in their heart. 
 
MONKEY moves to hit the STUDENT with the Bo. SHE is about to hit him when 
SHE realizes… 
 
MONKEY: Resentment in their heart… Heart… Head, heart, heel. (she lowers her staff) 
Teacher, I will not hit him/her. If his/her heart is full or resentment, then my heart must 
show compassion. 
 
TEACHER: Interesting. Do you forgive this student for their misconduct? 
 
MONKEY: Wholeheartedly.   
 
STUDENT: Thank you. 
 
TEACHER: Good, good. Let us put this incident behind us and move to the next lesson.  
 
MONKEY: Thank you Teacher, but I must depart. 
 
STUDENT: So soon? 
 
MONKEY: Soon? I have been here six months – I must return to my family. 
 
TEACHER: I understand. 
 
MONKEY: (handing the Bo back to the TEACHER) Thank you for all you have taught 
me. Your lessons will never be forgotten. 
 





MONKEY: I will, thank you! 
  
 MONKEY exits. 
 
TEACHER: Now come, YOU have much to learn if a little monkey can best you in just 
six-months’ time. Now come – to your lessons. 
 
 THEY exit. 
  
SCENE 4: MONKEY RETURNS HOME 
The scene shifts back to the cave. It is cold and ominous. JADE floats on.  
 
JADE: More than a half year has passed since tiny Monkey departed, 
 And now she returns to the cave where this ordeal started, 
 In her absence, the monkeys have made a home warm and inviting, 
 Full of… 
 
 MONSTER appears. 
 
MONSTER: … my sssssharp teeth just ready for biting. 
 
JADE: Friends be not afraid; the monster will cause you no harm, 
 Though its manners and look do cause some alarm. 
 
MONSTER:  Enough of your jabbering, leave you flunkey, 
  I am on the hunt for a deaf old monkey. 
 
The OLD MONKEY enters and sits calmly, unaware of MONSTER. OLD is now 
completely deaf.  
   
MONSTER: Go now before I make my attack, 
  Or you’ll end up the monster’s sssssnack. 
 
JADE: But I… 
 
MONSTER:  I tell you one lassssst time, 
  Get out – no more rhymes. 
 
JADE and MONSTER face off, after a tense moment, JADE floats away. 
MONSTER is proud of themselves and turns their attention to OLD. The 
MONSTER slowly, menacingly starts towards OLD, when they hear MONKEY 
approaching. MONSTER hides.  
  
MONKEY: Hello? Helloooooo? Oh Elder, it’s you! I am so glad to see you; I’m home! I 





 The MONSTER appears between OLD and MONKEY. 
 
MONSTER: They cannot hear you. 
 
MONKEY: A monster!  
 
MONSTER: (Mockingly) A monkey! 
 
MONKEY: Elder! ELDER!!! Why can they not hear me?! What did you do?!! 
 
MONSTER: I did nothing. It was all the fault of time and nature that made your friend 
deaf. I am just here to sssssnack on those who cannot hear. 
 
MONKEY: Back away from them, I am warning you. 
 
MONSTER: From what? A tiny Monkey with a ssssstick. You do not frighten me. 
 
MONKEY: Leave…. Now! 
 
MONSTER: Have you even ssssseen a monster before? 
 
MONKEY: I… I…  
 
MONSTER: You haven’t, have you?! Oh, this isssss a treat. I always enjoy the look on 
someone’s face when they realize that fear can be very very real. 
 
MONKEY: I’m warning you… 
 
MONSTER: Yes, yes, warn away, I am sure that after enough warnings you may actually 
do something. Until then, I think it is time for a ssssnack. 
 




MOVEMENT 3: MONKEY FIGHTS THE MONSTER 
- Monkey and Monster dance fight, with Monkey using her staff. 
- After a moment, it seems that Monster will win. 
- At the last moment, Brash Monkey enters and fights off Monster. 
- However, Monster flees with Old Monkey. 
 
BRASH: What have you done – where have you been?!?! 
 





BRASH: You did nothing! NOTHING!  
 
MONKEY: That’s not true I… 
 
BRASH: Stay here, I will go fight the monster and save the Elder. 
 
MONKEY: No! I can do it! 
 




MONKEY: No. Wait! Please… I can… 
 
MONKEY stands defeated, more emotionally than physically. Tears well in HER 
eyes. SHE runs away.  
 
INTERLUDE: A JADE REASSURANCE 
 JADE floats on as the set slowly changes behind her. 
 
JADE: In every story, comes a moment when all seems lost. 
 A pivotal moment when point of no return has been crossed. 
 While the Elder will be saved and brought back home, 
 Our young Monkey continues to roam. 
 Running from feelings of failure and defeat, 
 She continues on through rain and sleet, 
 Hoping that at some distant point she will meet, 
 An isolation that shows the world of her conceit. 
 For in a month she must make her queenly appeal, 
 As how she would use her head, heart and heel.  
But how? The Elder, now deaf, cannot hear a thing, 
 Was saved by a strong monkey, waiting to be king. 
 Surely the Elder will not pick, 
 A meek monkey who ran but quick, 
 Many miles away and sat and cried, 
 Thinking her dear friend had died, 
 From her lack of muscle and might, 
 A memory she played out night after night. 
 Indeed, all seems lost, and here the story should end, 
 But I would not do that to you, my friend! 
 No no, while the little monkey wanders and wallows, 
 She soon comes to a clearing, a sort of hollow. 
  
 Enter GOD 1 and GOD 2 
 




 For indeed they were not people, but kindly gods! 
 One god, a lover of life, to all creatures, did tend, 
 The other god loved learning and was the other god’s friend. 
 They had gathered, as usual, to sit and discuss, 
 Things you mortals would not give a fuss. 
 But gods do not talk with languages from mortal lands, 
 They speak through divine language, using only their hands.   
 I, of course, understand the words they create, 
So, listen carefully now as I translate.  
 
SCENE 5: MONKEY SIGNS  
The scene shifts to GOD 1 and GOD 2. They are talking through American Sign 
Language (ASL). Note: lines in [   ] are to be signed by the actors in ASL with 
JADE speaking the lines aloud in voices that represent two different characters.  
 
GOD 2: [It is so good to see you!] 
 
GOD 1: [You too! How are you doing?] 
 
GOD 2: [Oh just fine, thank you. Wonderful weather you made today.] 
 
GOD 1: [Well I try my best; it is hard to mess up the weather when you are a God.] 
 
 THEY laugh audibly. 
 
GOD 2: [Good one! So the other day…] 
 
GOD 1: [Wait, wait. Do you hear that?] 
 
GOD 2: [Hear what?] 
 
 Faintly from offstage, we hear MONKEY sniffling. 
 
GOD 1: [It sounds like someone is crying.] 
 
GOD 2: [I hear it! But it’s not a person…it’s a… it’s a monkey!] 
 
GOD 1: [So it is!] 
 
GOD 2: [Here it comes.] 
 
 Enter MONKEY who does not see GOD 1 or GOD 2. 
 
GOD 1: [The poor thing, we should help.] 
 







GOD 2: Oh, I am sorry to startle you, you have nothing to fear. 
 
 GOD 1 appears to MONKEY.  
 




 MONKEY hides. 
 
GOD 1: I forgot, we were invisible. 
 
GOD 2: We must have scared the poor thing to death! Come out little one, come on now, 
we will not harm you. 
 
 Slowly MONKEY emerges. 
 
MONKEY: You and you… both of you appeared of out thin air! 
 
GOD 1: Sorry about that. 
 
MONKEY: Who are youuuuu…. Wait… Your clothes, your powers… are you Gods? 
 
GOD 1 & GOD 2: Yes. 
 
MONKEY: (to knees) Please do not harm me most powerful and sacred of beings! 
 
GOD 2: Oh stop. 
 
GOD 1: Stand up now. 
 
 MONKEY does. 
 
GOD 2: Now, why the tears. 
 
MONKEY: My problems are not worthy of your time and talents. 
 
GOD 1: In that, you are wrong. 
 
GOD 2: Problems are what we gods live for. 
 





GOD 2: Now tell us what is wrong. 
 
MONKEY: My friend was taken by a horrible monster and I did nothing to help and they 
are dead. 
 
GOD 1: Oh, they are not dead. 
 
MONKEY: They’re not? 
 
GOD 2: Nope, some brash and arrogant Monkey saved your friend from the monster. 
 
MONKEY: How do you know? 
 
GOD 1: We are Gods, we kind of know everything. 
 
MONKEY: Right – oooohhhhh, that’s a relief.  
 
GOD 2: Glad we could help, have a nice day. 
 
 GOD 1 and GOD 2 start to leave. 
 
MONKEY: Wait, ummm, if you please, may I ask one more thing? 
 
GOD 2: [Should we?] 
 
GOD 1: [Why not.] You may. 
 
MONKEY: My friend, they have become deaf. Please, heal my friend so they can hear 
again. 
 
GOD 2: I am sorry little one. 
 
GOD 1: There are things we cannot do. 
 
GOD 2: Reversing the effects of time and nature are beyond our powers. 
 
MONKEY: I understand. Well, thank you for letting me know about my friend. I am sure 
by now we have a Monkey King. 
 
 MONKEY begins to leave. 
 
GOD 1: Wait a moment, did you say Monkey King? 
 
MONKEY: I did. 
 





 MONKEY observes the following dialogue, still spoken by JADE to the audience 
 
GOD 1: [She should be the queen, not that other monkey.] 
 
GOD 2: [I agree, but we cannot meddle in the affairs of others.] 
 
GOD 1: [Why not? We told her about her friend, why not help her to become queen] 
 
GOD 2: [Telling news is one thing, interfering with our powers is another]. 
 
 MONKEY “interrupts” their conversation. 
 
MONKEY: Excuse me, but… are you two talking with your hands? 
 
GOD 1 & GOD 2: Yes. 
 
MONKEY: … Teach me. 
 
GOD 2: Teach you what. 
 
MONKEY: To speak with my hands. (Beat. Long look between GOD 1 & GOD 2) 
Please! 
 
GOD 1: [Should we?] 
 
GOD 2: [It’s the language of the gods.] 
 
GOD 1: [So?] 
 
GOD 2: [I thought you didn’t want to interfere?] 
 
GOD 1: [This isn’t interfering, it’s helping.] 
 
GOD 2: [You are in a good mood today.] 
 
GOD 1: [Then we are agreed.] 
 
GOD 2: [Yes.] 
 
GOD 1: Alight little one, we will teach you. 
 
MOVEMENT 4: MONKEY LEARNS TO SIGN 
- The Gods speak and sign to teach Monkey through ethereal movement. 




- Bracketed words with *[  ]* are spoken by the character and signed at the 
same time. 
- Other bracketed words are spoken by Jade translating as needed 
 
GOD 2: *[M-O-N-K-E-Y]* that spells “monkey,” you try. 
 
MONKEY: *[M-O-N-K-E-Y]* did I do it right? 
 




GOD 1: Good. *[Please]* and *[Thank you]*. 
 
MONKEY: *[Please]* and ummm, what’s the other one 
 
GOD 2: *[Thank you]*. 
 
MONKEY: *[Thank you]*. How do you say “banana”? 
 
GOD 1 & GOD 2: *[Banana]* 
 
MONKEY: *[Banana]* amazing, oh how rude of me, umm… [Thank you] 
 
GOD 1: (with a chuckle) [You’re welcome] 
 
MONKEY: What was that? 
 
GOD 2: You’re welcome. 
 
MONKEY: [Thank you] and [You’re Welcome] 
 
GOD 1: You are catching on quick! 
 
 The THREE continue to sign/move with each other. 
 
JADE: Monkey was catching on quick, 
 And the letters and words did stick. 
 Soon Monkey knew words such as funny, sorry, and meal, 
 But the ones she loved most were head, heart, and heel. 
 The lesson continued for three days and three nights. 
Monkey spoke using not one sound, quite a sight. 
 With nothing left for their student to learn, 
 It was time for Monkey to return. 
  





MONKEY: [Thank you for your kindness and your lessons. I must return home now.] 
 
GOD 1: [You are most welcome!] 
 
GOD 2: [Hurry now, time is short, you must get home soon if you are to be crowned the 
Monkey Queen] 
 
MONKEY: [Oh, I will never be Queen.] 
 
GOD 1: [I’m not so sure about that, you see…] 
 
GOD 2: [Ah, ah, ah… we have already done enough for this little monkey. They are 
right; it’s time we went our separate ways.] 
 
GOD 1: [You are right. Goodbye, little monkey. Be well in all you do.] 
 
MONKEY: [Thank you and goodbye.] 
 
 MONKEY exits. 
 
GOD 1: [Why did you interrupt me?] 
 
GOD 2: [She must discover things on her own. Even if we told her, she would not believe 
the gift we have given her.] 
 
GOD 1: [True… true.] 
 
 The Gods exit. JADE continues as the set changes to the caves 
 
JADE: It is amazing how much someone can change in just one year, 
 But who the Elder will choose to lead still remains unclear. 
 For one monkey, brawn and bravery saved the day, 
 For the other, travels and trials led the way. 
 While both could lead and each have their appeal, 
 It lies solely on how they use their head, heart and heel. 
 
 JADE floats away. 
 
SCENE 6: MONKEY IS CROWNED 
 We are back at the cave with OLD, ANXIOUS, and BRASH sitting in the cave.  
 
BRASH: Today is the day I become the Monkey King. 
 










BRASH: I knew that, just testing you my loyal subject.  
 
ANXIOUS: I am not your subject. 
 




ANXIOUS: You know the Elder can’t hear you.  
 
 BRASH gets in front OLD 
 










ANXIOUS: You came home! 
 
BRASH: Decided you were done running away from the monster that I defeated. 
 
ANXIOUS: Are you alright? 
 
MONKEY says nothing and goes right to OLD and beings to teach them the 
language of the gods. JADE translates. 
 
MONKEY: [A]… A… [A]… A! 
 
OLD: [A]… A? 
 
MONKEY: Yes! [B]… B… [B]…  
 
OLD: B! [B] 
 





OLD: [Thank you.] 
 
MONKEY: [You’re welcome]… You’re welcome. 
 
OLD: [You’re welcome.] 
 
BRASH: What are you doing? 
 
ANXIOUS: Hush, she is teaching the Elder to… to speak! 
 
MOVEMENT 5: MONKEY TEACHES 
- Monkey teaches Old how to sign. 
- There is movement that mirrors movement 4. 
- There is wonder and excitement; there is magic. 
- As the piece ends, Jade speaks 
 
JADE: Monkey’s lessons to the Elder were swift, 
 All made possible from a kindly gift. 
 The gods knew that Monkey had a mind, 
 To do only things that were kind. 
 So, to her, they gave the power to reach 
 Anyone quickly in what she did teach. 
 And from this, the Elder learned to speak, 
 In a matter of moments and not a whole week. 
 
OLD: Thank you Monkey. 
 
 JADE still translates.  
 
MONKEY: [You’re welcome.] 
 
ANXIOUS: You can speak! 
 
BRASH: You can hear! 
 




BRASH: Then get your hands talkin’, it’s time I became the Monkey King. 
 
ANXIOUS: It’s not time to make you King, it’s time for the Elder to make a choice. Can 
you ask the Elder to choose? 
 





OLD: Ah yes, it is time. Come you two, tell me how you have used your head, heart, and 
heel over the past year. 
 




BRASH: And no changing my words! 
 
MONKEY: I won’t, I promise. 
 
 MONKEY signs the following section of BRASH’S dialogue. 
 
BRASH: So, it’s simple. [I used my head to make a plan to save you from the monster, I 
used my heart because uh… I cared about you enough to save you from the monster. And 
my heel, well that’s easy, I used my heel to kick the monster’s butt. And that is why I will 
be your Monkey King.] 
 
OLD: Very good points. Now your turn. 
 
JADE translates for MONKEY. 
 
MONKEY: [I… I…]   
 
OLD: How have you used your head? 
 
MONKEY: [I sought a teacher and thought I learned how to fight, but I failed you. I did 
not defeat the monster!] 
 
OLD: No, but what did you do with your heart? 
 
MONKEY: [I took pity on a spiteful student when I could have had revenge, but it means 
nothing since I ran away from here. And when I could not run any further, I cried… a lot. 
So much so that the gods took pity on me.] 
 
OLD: You met the gods? 
 
ANXIOUS: The gods?! 
 
MONKEY: [Yes, and the gods taught me to speak like this so we could talk.] 
 
BRASH: What are you saying?!?! 
 
ANXIOUS: I don’t know, but it looks pretty! 
 





 The MONKEYS freeze. 
 
JADE: With that, Monkey then quickly told, 
 Everything said between them and Monkey Old. 
 To ease the burden of stopping and repeating, 
 We will now do a bit of theatrical cheating. 
 To speed things up, our Monkey friends will now hear the lines, 
 While my friend holding me will provide the godly signs. 
 This way our play continues with voices resounding, 
 As the same words are shown with hands most astounding.  
 
The actor performing JADE sets the puppet down and shadow signs the following 
dialogue alongside the characters.    
 
BRASH: It doesn’t matter how well you may have used your head and heart. You 
couldn’t defeat the monster. You don’t have the “heel” to lead; only I can fight off threats 
with my “heel.” 
 
MONKEY: It’s true. 
 
BRASH: There you have it – I am the Monkey King. 
 
OLD: I have made my choice. (to BRASH) You did indeed save me from a monster, and 
for that, I am thankfully, but your valor and caring only existed in a time of crisis, only 
when honor and glory were the outcomes. (to MONKEY) You have spent the past year 
seeking knowledge by being guided by your heart.  
 
BRASH: But she is weak! She can’t use her “heel” to protect our people! 
 
OLD: You dummy – “heel” doesn’t mean fight – it means to explore, to travel, to see 
new things and learn new ideas. Something you have not done – why do you think I gave 
you a year to begin with?! 
 
MONKEY: Because once one of us became the new leader, we could not leave our 
people to discover new things as easily. 
 
OLD: Exactly. And because you traveled and saw the world, you have given me a new 
way to talk. 
 
BRASH: But I saved your life! If it weren’t for me, you would be dead! 
 







ANXIOUS: While you were gone, the Elder lost his/her hearing, so we always made sure 
someone was with the Elder to help. But HE didn’t show up to help. It wasn’t until he 
heard all the commotion from your fight that he ran in. 
 
MONKEY: Is this true? 
 
BRASH: I mean… yeah… BUT!!! I still defeated the monster! 
 
OLD: Enough, my mind was made up before your little confession. Long live the 
Monkey Queen! 
 




OLD: Really. Your head, heart, and heel are exactly what we need in a leader. 
 
 The JADE actor stops signing and picks up the JADE puppet.  
 
MONKEY: Oh thank you, thank you!!! 
 
ANXIOUS: Can you teach me how to speak with my hands? 
 
MONKEY: Of course. 
 
BRASH: I guess you want me to learn that hand talky thingy too. 
 
MONKEY: It will come in handy for you as the Keeper of Protection. 
 
BRASH: Handy - HA! That’s actually funny! Wait. Keeper of Protection… me? But I 
was not chosen to lead. 
 
MONKEY: Correct, but I am choosing you, both of you, to help keep our family safe. (to 
ANXIOUS) Your compassion and caring for the Elder is admirable. You will continue 
your watchfulness for him/her and all the monkeys in our family who need assistance as 
our Keeper of Kindness. 
 
ANXIOUS: Me… I… I don’t know what to say… 
 
MONKEY: It is a bit rude to say “no” to your Queen. 
 
ANXIOUS: It is indeed. The honor would be mine your majesty (bows, goes to escort 
OLD). Now, with your permission, we will go and let our family know we have Queen. 
 





 ANXIOUS and OLD exit.  
 
MONKEY: As for you. Are you willing to protect our family? To safeguard them all 
from monsters and more?  To put your life on the line for theirs? To use your head, heart, 
and very firm heel in your constant vigilance? 
 
BRASH: Of course, your majesty… and… thank you.  
 
BRASH bows to MONKEY and leaves. MONKEY looks around the cave and 
makes a connection with JADE. The following two lines are signed but not 
translated aloud. 
 
MONKEY: [Thank you]. 
 
JADE: [You’re welcome]. 
 
 MONKEY exits leaving JADE to the audience.  
 
EPILOGUE: A JADE GOODBYE 
 
JADE: A queen is crowned, and a new day begins, 
 For a cool head, kind heart, and traveled heel always wins. 
 The Queen taught all her subjects to speak by hand, 
 And her compassion was known throughout the land. 
 Our performance has now come to an end,  
But have no fear my dearest of friends. 
You can continue with monkeys at home 
By seeking out a very special tome. 
 There is an ancient book titled The Journey to the West, 
 That contains tales about, well, as you could have guessed, 
 A Monkey, arrogant and smart, flying about clouds with a zing - 
 Though this Monkey is not a Queen, but a Monkey King. 
 His timeless adventures in all of China are quite well known, 
In other parts of the world, the Monkey King has no throne. 
 So, to explore his tale – a pun most certainly intended, 
 Some of the details, in our play, were bended. 
 In doing so, our goal was not to cause strife, 
 But to give you an old tale full of new life.  
 Go and learn about the great Monkey King sensation, 
 And see how it compares to our humble presentation. 
 Remember that the path of your life is unseen, 
 So, travel that path well, just like the Monkey Queen.  
 
MOVEMENT 6: MONKEY TAKES A BOW 




- While dancing, the actors show a move/gesture for the audience to join along 
in the dance. 
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Title: The Monkey Queen: Creating Cultural Connections through Theatre for Young 
Audiences  
 
Narrative for UNC-IRB Application 
 
By Matt Loehrke, M.A. Student in Theatre Education 
 
Purpose 
Two years ago, I had the opportunity to travel to Beijing as a guest of the Chinese 
National Theatre for Children. During that time, I was introduced to the Chinese folktales 
of The Monkey King. I was enthralled in these tales and wondered what the equivalent 
would be in the United States. It quickly discovered that the tales of The Monkey King are 
over a thousand years old, and the culture of the United States does not even have a 
quarter amount of that time to draw upon. I wanted to bring these tales to a western 
audience, but many challenging questions arose that obstructed this goal. Why are 
Chinese folk tales that are over a thousand years old important for a western cultural to 
experience? Who would appreciate these tales in the United States? How can these tales 
be adapted for a Western audience while still retaining and representing the essence of 
Chinese culture?   
 
To answer these questions, I will use the format of Theatre for Young Audiences (TYA) 
to create an original production of The Monkey King, gender swapping the title character 
to The Monkey Queen. Using the format of TYA will provide an avenue of access for a 
new audience in the United States to have exposure to Chinese folktales of The Monkey 
King. Creating and producing a new script allows for the themes and stories of the 
traditional folktales to be fused with a style storytelling that allows for adaptation and 
acceptance to thrive. When a young audience experiences performances that are tailored 
to their demographic, a powerful connection can be achieved. From the performances of 
The Monkey Queen, students will be instilled with an introductory connection to tales 
from China. 
 
I will research and adapt the Chinese folktales of The Monkey King into a 45-minute 
Theatre for Young Audience script for a target audience of students in 4th and 5th grades. I 
will direct my script for public performances April 12-14, 2019 at the Downtown Dance 
Collective in Missoula, Montana followed by assembly performances at three Missoula 
County Public Elementary Schools the week of April 15-19, 2019.  
 
I ask that this project is approved for the expedited review category. The processes of 
researching, rehearsing, performing, and analyzing required for this project presents no 
more than minimal risk to human participants focusing on the research on individual and 




Primary participants will include performers, designers and collaborators who will assist 
in bringing my adapted script and TYA production to fruition. Their talents will provide 
invaluable details and feedback about the process of crafting a cultural theatre experience 
for a young audience. These participants will complete an IRB consent form. Due to the 
sheer amount of expected feedback from these participants, there is a chance some of 
their feedback will not be used in the thesis. Still, IRB consent forms will be obtained for 




Participant’s input will remain anonymous as their feedback will be presented using 
pseudonyms, unless a participant is an expert in their field and their title and occupation 
is needed to enhance their feedback. In this circumstance, further written approval will be 
obtained to use the participant’s name, title, and occupation.    
 
Secondary participants will consist of audience members who experience the production. 
There will be two types of audience members; the general public and Missoula County 
Public School fourth and fifth-grade students. The general public audience members will 
provide written and verbal feedback via surveys and post-show discussions. The 
performances presented for students at Missoula County Public schools will not provide 
any feedback, however these performances will provide opportunities for the cast and 
crew to provide assessments and evaluations.  
 
Data Collection Procedures 
This project has been approved to be part of the Downtown Dance Collective’s 
Artist n Residence program. The Artist in Residence program sponsors 
developing performers. The artists create work to be performed at the Downtown 
Dance Collective.  They provide access to rehearsal space, lighting and audio 
assistance, marketing, and the venue to perform.  Projects must fulfill three 
components – the work must be collaborative; the work must be original (or a 
reworking of an existing idea) and must culminate in at least a one-hour 
performance. Due to the nature of TYA, a comprised has been made on this third 
component and an agreed length of approximately 45 minutes has been agreed to 
accommodate a younger audience.  
 





I will research the many 
variations of The Monkey King as 
well as other Chinese folk tales. 
I will explore other theatre scripts 
based on The Monkey King.  
After initial research, I will have a 
clear focus to the themes and 
characters needed to maintain the 
essence of the source material of The 
Monkey King while applying new 
elements of an original script 




Three drafts of the scripts will be 
created before the final 
performance script. 
Each version of the script will be 
read aloud allowed and given 
informal feedback to its clarity 
and intent to adhere to the themes 
of cultural connection.  
The second and third versions of 
the script will also be submitted 
to colleagues at the Confucius 
Institute at the University of 
Montana for informal evaluation 
to ensure script content avoids 
Each draft of the script will provide a 
clearer path to creating a cultural 
connection to a young audience. 
Creating multiple drafts of a script 
requires me to continually strive to 
improve and refine script content.    
Informal feedback from respect 
colleagues in the Missoula artistic 
community will provide multiple 
perspectives not only about the 
content but to the theatricality of the 




cultural appropriation or 
insensitivities.    
During this phase, when colleagues 
provide feedback, they will complete 




Once the final script has been 
solidified, desired qualities and 
abilities will be established to 
conduct auditions for performers 
to be held at the Downtown 
Dance Collective on March 16, 
2019.   
Performers will be cast in roles to 
best suit the needs of the character(s) 
required to perform the script. At the 
first rehearsal, the cast would 
complete the IRB consent form for 
performers while production staff 
would complete the IRB consent 




Throughout five weeks, I will 
direct the performers and oversee 
production staff to produce my 
script. During this time, I will 
provide prompts to all parties for 
their rehearsal journals. An 
archivist will also be on hand to 
document the rehearsal process 
through pictures and video.   
Rehearsal periods provide invaluable 
insight as words from page come to 
life in ways you never imagine. As a 
performer begins to interrupt your 
words, you must find ways to temper 
your ideas with their input. 
Discovering and implementing that 
balance separates good theatre from 
great theatre. The rehearsal process is 
a time for a script to mature and grow 
as it builds towards performance. 
The use of journals will be invaluable 
to my project. Providing the 
performers and production team 
specific journal prompts about their 
experience will give me invaluable 





Four public performances of The 
Monkey Queen will be presented 
at the Downtown Dance 
Collective April 12-14, 2019. 
Three student assemblies will be 
held the following week at three 
separate Missoula County Public 
Elementary schools (locations 
and time TBD).  
Performances are the crux of this 
project: can a TYA performance 
successfully provide a cultural 
connection? Performances are the 
moment to realize if your 
interpretation of performance 
aesthetes translates to audience 
understanding. 
Presenting the performance to two 
types of audiences will provide 
dynamic and corroborating data to 





I will explain through the final 
written report in the thesis how 
ideas of this projects were 
Using the Dramatic Protocol format 
provided by UNC’s School of 
Theatre Arts and Dance, I will 






researched, implemented, and 
analyzed.  
analyzation of this production and its 
desired intent.    
 
Data Analysis Procedures 
Throughout the process, data will be collected in various forms from script feedback, 
performer and designer journal prompts, and general audience feedback. All this 
information will be evaluated against the goal of this project: is this production providing 
a cultural connection through TYA? I will temper my own bias with the opinions of my 
colleagues at MCT, Inc. (Missoula Children’s Theatre/Missoula Community Theatre), the 
Confucius Institute, and the Downtown Dance Collective.  
 
Data Handling Procedures 
I will collect all feedback from participants and store it on my private cloud-based storage 
(Microsoft Office 365 OneDrive) that is password protected. Participants will submit 
journal entries digitally via email and those response will be saved on the same cloud-
based storage. Their submission will be presented using pseudonym. Should any 
feedback come in a physical form, it will be scanned and placed on the cloud-based 
storage.  
 
Post-performance talk back sessions will be conducted immediately following each 
public performance. Feedback given during the post-performance discussion will be 
collected by a production member who is either writing or typing the responses. All post-
performance submissions will be used completely anonymously and will be stored on my 
password protected cloud-based storage.  
 
Audience members will be given the post-performance surveys before the show begins as 
part of their program. This survey will consist of quick selection answers with an option 
for participants to write about their experience. The surveys will be collected as the 
audience leaves the performance.  
 
Risks, Discomforts and Benefits 
Potential physical risks in this project are minimal.  As with any live theatre 
performance, risks include vocal and body fatigue, and localized muscle soreness. 
To counter these risks, thorough warm-ups will be conducted before every 
rehearsal and performance. The rehearsal schedule will also be continually 
evaluated to meet the needs of the production as well as the health of the 
performers. Also, attention will be given to ensure that participant’s feedback is 
kept secure and is used anonymously.  
 
Costs and Compensations 
 I have submitted the following preliminary budget to the Downtown Dance Collective.  
 
$400 – Megan Wiltshire: Choreographer and collaborator. 
$150 – Stage Manager stipend. 
$400 – Actor stipend ($100 per actor). 
$100 – Archivist.  
 
Budget items I am still assessing with the Downtown Dance Collective: 
- Advertisement. 




The script is an original production of material in the public domain, as such, there is no 
need to for a budget of royalties. Also, part of the Artist in Residency program at the 
Downtown Dance Collective is the use of their facility. This removes any need for a 
facilities budget.  
Grant Information 







CONSENT FORM FOR HUMAN PARTICIPANTS IN RESEARCH 
UNIVERSITY OF NORTHERN COLORADO 
 
Project Title:   The Monkey Queen: Creating Cultural Connections through Theatre for Young 
Audiences 
Researcher: Matt Loehrke, MA. Theatre Education student, School of Theatre Arts and Dance 
Phone:   406-830-0527  E-mail:  loeh7540@bears.unco.edu, mattloehrke@gmail.com 
 
Purpose and Description: The primary purpose of this project is to create a Theatre for Young Audiences 
script and performance that provides a cultural introduction to the Chinese folktale of The Monkey King to 
a western audience. You will be serving by providing feedback to various aspects of this production that 
include but are not limited to script creation, rehearsal guidance, and performance opinions. 
 
You may be tasked to cultivate written and verbal feedback about your experience with this project. This 
feedback will be guided through written and verbal prompts provided by the researcher. All feedback 
collected could be used and published to defend the research of this project. Your input will remain 
anonymous as your feedback will be presented using pseudonyms, unless your expertise, title, and 
occupation in your field is needed to enhance your feedback. In this circumstance, further written approval 
will be obtained to use your name, title, and occupation. 
 
Participation is voluntary. You may decide not to participate in this project, and if you begin participation, 
you may still decide to stop and withdraw at any time. Having read the above and having had an 
opportunity to ask any questions, please sign below if you would like to participate in this research. A copy 
of this form will be given to you to retain for future reference. If you have any concerns about your 
selection or treatment as a research participant, please contact Nicole Morse, Office of Research, Kepner 





         
Performer’s Signature    Date 
 
 
         







CONSENT FORM FOR HUMAN PARTICIPANTS IN RESEARCH 
UNIVERSITY OF NORTHERN COLORADO 
 
Project Title:   The Monkey Queen: Creating Cultural Connections through Theatre for Young 
Audiences 
Researcher: Matt Loehrke, MA. Theatre Education student, School of Theatre Arts and Dance 
Phone:   406-830-0527  E-mail:  loeh7540@bears.unco.edu, mattloehrke@gmail.com 
 
Purpose and Description: The primary purpose of this project is to create a Theatre for Young Audiences 
script and performance that provides a cultural introduction to the Chinese folktale of The Monkey King to 
a western audience. You will be serving as a performer for this production to implement the script adapted 
to create this cultural experience. As a performer, you are expected to attend scheduled rehearsals from 
March 18 – April 11, 2019 at the Downtown Dance Collective (DDC) and/or the MCT Center for the 
Performing Arts, performances April 12-14, 2019 at the DDC, and three school assembly performances the 
week of April 15-18, 2019 (locations and times TBD).  
 
You are responsible for executing the performance role(s) and tasks assigned to you to the best of your 
abilities as assigned by the researcher. This includes, but is not limited to memorization of lines, blocking, 
and choreography, maintaining the general wellness of voice, body, and mind, and positively embracing the 
purpose and execution of this project both personally and professionally.  
 
You are also tasked to cultivate written and verbal feedback about your experience with this project. This 
feedback will be guided through written and verbal prompts provided by the researcher. All feedback 
collected could be used and published to defend the research of this project. Your input will remain 
anonymous as your feedback will be presented using pseudonyms.  
 
Potential risks in this project are minimal.  As with any live theatre performance, risks include vocal and 
body fatigue, and localized muscle soreness. To counter these risks, thorough warm-ups will be conducted 
before every rehearsal and performance. The rehearsal schedule will also be continually evaluated to meet 
the needs of the production as well as the health of the performers.  
 
Upon completion of this project, you will be paid $100.  
 
Participation is voluntary. You may decide not to participate in this project, and if you begin participation, 
you may still decide to stop and withdraw at any time. Having read the above and having had an 
opportunity to ask any questions, please sign below if you would like to participate in this research. A copy 
of this form will be given to you to retain for future reference. If you have any concerns about your 
selection or treatment as a research participant, please contact Nicole Morse, Office of Research, Kepner 
Hall, University of Northern Colorado Greeley, CO  80639; 970-351-1910. 
 
         
Performer’s Signature    Date 
 
 
         






Institutional Review Board 
 
The Monkey Queen Audience Talkback Questions 
 
1. By a show of hands, how many people were familiar with the Chinese legend The Monkey 
King before today’s performance? 
 
2. By a show of hands, how many people had never heard of the Chinese legend The Monkey 
King before today’s performance? 
 
3. What lessons did the Monkey Queen learn in our performance? 
 
4. By a show of hands, can the lessons mentioned apply to children in the United States? If you 
agree, please raise your hand. 
 










Institutional Review Board 
 
Anonymous Audience Written Survey – The Monkey Queen 
  
Thank you for taking the time to complete this survey. Your answers are anonymous, and the 
content from this survey will be used in the creation of Matt Loehrke’s Dramatic Protocol as part 
of the requirements for his M.A. in Theatre Education.  
 
1. Please check what performance you attended:  
 
□ Friday, April 12 – 7 PM  □ Saturday, April 13 – 2 PM 
□ Saturday, April 13 – 4 PM  □ Sunday, April 14 – 2 PM 
 
For the following statements, please circle and number that best matches your agreement to the 
questions with “5” being total agreement, through “1” being strongly disagree. 
 
2. The production of The Monkey Queen created a cultural connection between Chinese and 
American cultures. 
 
5 4 3 2 1 
 
3. Attending The Monkey Queen has made me more interested in Chinese culture. 
 
  5 4 3 2 1  
 
4. The storyline of The Monkey Queen is accessible to a young audience (grades K-7). 
 
5 4 3 2 1 
 
5. A young audience (grades K-7) would gain an understanding of Chinese culture by viewing 
The Monkey Queen. 
 
  5 4 3 2 1 
 
6. I would describe The Monkey Queen as a theatre performance. 
 
  5 4 3 2 1 
 
If you have any further comments you would like to make; please write them on the back of this 


















































































Monkey Queen Rehearsal Schedule (3.22.19)  
  
Note: the final performance for just the Chinese community was added after the creation 
and distribution of this schedule. 
 
Actor 1: The Monkey Queen  
Actor 2: The Jade Empress – an ethereal puppet  
Actor 3: An anxious Monkey, A lumberjack, A monster  
Actor 4: A brash Monkey, A teacher, God(1)  
Actor 5: An old and reasonable Monkey, A student, God(2)    
  
Prologue: Jade  
Scene 1 • Monkey finds a home: Monkey, Anxious, Brash, Old, Jade  
Movement 1 • Monkey creates the space: Monkey & Jade  
Scene 2 • Monkey seeks a teacher: Monkey, Lumberjack  
Scene 3 • Monkey finds a teacher: Monkey, Student, Teacher  
Movement 2 • Monkey learns to defend: Monkey, Student, Teacher  
Scene 4 • Monkey returns home: Monkey, Monster, Brash, Old, Jade  
Movement 3 • Monkey fights the monster: Monkey, Monster, Brash, Old  
Interlude: Jade  
Scene 5 • Monkey signs: Monkey, Gods, Jade  
Movement 4 • Monkey learns to sign: Monkey, Gods, Jade  
Scene 6 • Monkey is crowned: Monkey, Anxious, Brash, Old, Jade  
Movement 5 • Monkey teaches: Monkey, Old, Jade  
Epilogue: Jade  
Movement 6 • Monkey takes a bow: All  
 
Sn 3.24 2-5 DDC  
Read-thru, Block & Run Scenes 1-4  
  
M 3.25 7-9 MCT – Meeting Room  
Block & Run Scenes 5-6, ASL work (bring video recording device)  
  
Ts 3.26 7-9 MCT – Meeting Room  
Stumble through show, no movement sections. ASL work (bring video recording device)  
  
W 3.27 7-9 MCT – Meeting Room (Actors 3, 4, and 5 not called)  
Movement 1, Work Jade speeches  
  
Th 3.28 7-9 DDC (Actor 3 not called)   
7-8: Movement 4 (Monkey, Gods, Jade)   
8-9: Movement 5 (Monkey, Old, Jade)  
  
F 3.29: 7:30-10 MCT – Meeting Room  





St 3.30: Off  
  
Sn 3.31: 1-5 DDC  
1-2: Movement 2 (Monkey, Student, Teacher)  
2-3: Movement 3 (Monkey, Monster, Brash, Old)  
3-3:30: Movement 6 (All)  
3:30-5: Review all movements  
  
M 4.1: 7-9:30 MCT – Meeting Room  
Stop and go whole show  
  
Ts 4.2: 7-9:30 MCT – Meeting Room  
Scene/Movement polish, run show  
  
W 4.3: 7-9:30 MCT – Meeting Room  
OFF BOOK  
Scene/Movement polish, run show   
  
Th 4.4: 7-9:30 MCT – Meeting Room   
Movement polish, run show  
  
F 4.5: Off  
St 4.6: Off (last day off before show)  
  
Sn 4.7: 12-6 DDC  
Set load-in, space movements as needed, run show, notes & polish, run show, put set 
away, there will be a break  
  
M 4.8: 8:30-10 DDC  
Put set up, run show, put set away, no notes  
  
Ts 4.9: 7-9 MCT Meeting Room  
Costumes! Fittings, notes, run show with costumes and minimal set tech, notes  
  
W 4.10: 9-11 DDC  
Put up set, run with all tech, no notes, actors excused, any tech tweaks after actors excused, 
put set away (late start due to DDC availably)  
  
Th 4.11: 7:30-9:30 DDC  
Invited Dress (8:15 Go)  
  
F 4.12: PERFORMANCE  
6PM Call  
7PM Show  
  




1PM Call  
2PM Show  
5PM Call  
6PM Show  
Stash set after show?  
  
Sn 4.14: PERFORMANCE  
Noon Reset stage?  
2PM Show  
3PM Strike  
  
M 4.15 & Ts 4.16: Off  
  
W 4.17: Evening TBD  
Hopefully load-in at Missoula International School (MIS) and have a pick-up rehearsal at 
MIS.  
  
Th 4.18: MIS PERFORMANCE 8:50AM   






















































Enlightenment and empowerment abound as east meets west in the Downtown 
Dance Collective’s (DDC) production of The Monkey Queen; an original theatre for 
young audiences production presented through the DDC’s Artist in Residency 
Program. Written and directed by Missoula Children’s Theatre Education Director Matt 
Loehrke, this adaptation of the Chinese folktale, The Monkey King, provides patrons of 
all ages to experience one of the oldest folktales in the world reimagined for a new 
generation.    
  
A new leader is needed for a monkey family and two entrants emerge, but will the 
family have a monkey king or a monkey queen? To decide, each monkey is given a year 
to learn how they will use their head, heart, and heel to lead their family. Along they 
way, travels and trails from gods, monsters, and more will teach us all that there is more 
to being a leader then just sitting on a throne.   
  
This exciting, original production features a multitude of Missoula artists; 
featuring Hailey Stone as the Monkey Queen, Marquis Archuleta as the kind and 
whimsical narrator - the Jade Empress, and Dara Wilson, Billy Pipinich, and Eric 
Buhler performing in various roles that help and hinder our Monkey’s progress.  The 
artistic team includes Choreographer and Co-Director Megan Wiltshire, Stage Manager 
Arielle Nachtigal, Costumes by Fiona McNeil, Graphics by Phil Stempin, and American 
Sign Language Consultation by Anna Loehrke.    
  
Performances are at the DDC April 12 at 7PM, April 13 at 2PM & 6PM, and 
April 14 at 2PM. For more information and to purchase tickets, please 
visit http://ddcmontana.com/the-monkey-queen-april-12-14/ .  
  
























The following is from a complaint placed on Facebook on April 11, 2019. This post 
tagged the playwright/director of The Monkey Queen, DDC, MCT, and UNC. 
 
Open letter to everyone involved in the production of The Monkey Queen:  
I’m writing to express my deep disappointment that this production involves the 
use of American Sign Language (ASL), but did not involve any consultation or 
collaboration with any members of Missoula’s Deaf community, and does not include 
any performances with ASL interpretation. The show looks like a really 
interesting production and it is great to see deaf characters and sign language included in 
public performance art. However, this particular production is problematic on two main 
counts: the “ASL Consultant” is neither deaf nor fluent in the language, and none of the 
shows are accessible to the Deaf community.  
There are many deaf people in Missoula, including several with 
dance/performance backgrounds. Hiring a beginner-level hearing person as the ASL 
consultant both eliminated a potential role for Deaf artists to be involved, and resulted in 
inaccurate and poorly performed signing. (I have not seen the show, and don’t plan to- I 
do not support inaccessible theater. However, preview videos available on social media 
provide plenty of evidence for this assertion.) The person listed as the ASL consultant is 
not fluent, is not a member of the Deaf community, and is not qualified to provide 
consultation on theatrical ASL. A Deaf person should have been hired for the role.  
The fact that no interpreted performances are scheduled adds insult to injury. The 
publicity materials for this work include the use of ASL as a selling point, but the work 
did not involve collaboration with ASL users and is not accessible to them. According to 
Matt Loehrke, the writer/director (and the Education Director for the Missoula Children’s 
Theater), The Monkey Queen provides “a young audience an introduction to these styles 
of performance, both enlightening them to ASL performance and empowering them to 
explore ASL after the performance.” Unfortunately, it is clear from the lack of 
accessibility that Loehrke’s conception of “a young audience” does not include any of the 
deaf or hard-of-hearing children in the Missoula area.   
Both of these issues- the lack of a Deaf ASL consultant and the lack of 
accessibility for the performances- are deeply problematic. Deaf people are a historically 
and currently marginalized group, and using our language as a selling point without 
collaboration or access is an act of linguistic and cultural appropriation. Again according 
to Loehrke, “The use of ASL is a pivotal plot point that demonstrates enlightenment and 
empowerment.” It would be nice if enlightenment and empowerment were also available 
to members of the community being represented. The show should have had a deaf 
consultant for both content and ASL, and should have planned on providing full access 
via ASL interpretation for all performances.  
I hope that you will consider an apology to the Deaf Community for the cultural 
appropriation in this work, and that in future projects you will consult with actual 







Fig. 8, Adams, Heather. “The cast and crew of The Monkey Queen.” Personal photo. 12 
Apr, 2019. Left to Right. Front row: Anna Loehrke (ASL consultant), Eric Buhler (Old 
Monkey, Student, A God), Hailey Stone (The Monkey Queen), Dara Wilson (Anxious 
Monkey, Lumberjack, Monster). Back row: Arielle Nachtigal (Stage Manager, Puppet 
Artisan), Megan Wiltshire (Movement Compositions), Matt Loehrke (Playwright, 
Director), The Jade Empress Puppet, Marquis Dijon Archuleta (The Jade Empress), Billy 
Pipinich (Brash Monkey, Teacher, A God), Fiona McNeill (Costumer). 

















Fig. 11. Loehrke, Anna. “The Monkey Queen learns the divine language of the Gods.” 
Production Photo. 10 Apr. 2019. 
 
 
Fig. 12. Loehrke, Anna. “The Monkey Queen teaches the Old Monkey the divine 









Fig. 14. Loehrke, Matt. “The Monkey Queen programs on display with a traditional 
Monkey King statue.” Personal photo. 12 Apr. 2019. 
